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READERS FRONT AND CENTRE
Dorothy Barnhouse • 9781760564094
Sometimes the gap between our expectations and our students’ 

abilities seems wide and deep. It’s tempting to look at that gap 

and step in to fill it for them, but then we’d be doing most of the 

“heavy lifting” - the understanding, analysis and interpretation 

that our students should be learning for themselves. Filled with 

examples of one-on-one conferences, small groups and whole-

class scenarios, this essential book provides an accessible and 

inspiring model of how - and why - we need to put students at the 

front and centre of our teaching.

SHP4094 • $29.95

WHO’S DOING THE WORK?
Kim Yaris, Jan Burkins • 9781760564056

This book explores how some traditional scaffolding practices 

may actually rob students of important learning opportunities and 

independence. Who’s Doing the Work? suggests ways to make 

small but powerful adjustments to instruction that hold students 

accountable for their own learning. In Who’s Doing the Work?, Jan 

and Kim examine how instructional mainstays such as read-aloud, 

shared reading, guided reading and independent reading look 

in classrooms where students do more of the work. Classroom 

snapshots as the end of each chapter help translate the ideas in the book into practice. 

SHP4056 • $29.95

LITERACY ESSENTIALS
Regie Routman • 9781760566753
How do we ensure that all students are engaged each day 

in meaningful, challenging and joyful work and have equal 

opportunity to learn? That is the central question Regie 

Routman addresses in this book. Regie offers K-12 teachers 

and leaders practical, easy-to-implement tools to help 

students develop as self-determining readers, writers and 

learners. Literacy Essentials shows what’s possible when 

teachers and schools raise expectations for all students and 

create an intellectual culture based on trust, collaborative 

expertise and celebration of learners’ strengths. 

SHP6753 • $65.00

POWERFUL UNDERSTANDING
Adrienne Gear • 9781760568504

Powerful Understanding explores effective ways to 

build social emotional skills and help students make 

connections, question what they read and transform 

their thinking as they develop into stronger readers and 

learners. Transforming students’ concepts of self and 

understanding of others and the world around them is 

the main focus of this remarkable book. It offers insightful 

lessons that integrate strategic and critical thinking to 

deepen student understanding, and introduces a model to use for exploring, 

interacting with and reflecting on everything you teach. This remarkable 

book features the tools teachers need to help students think more deeply, 

learn more widely and develop a more powerful understanding of what it 

means to be a responsible and compassionate person. 

PBP8504 • $32.95

CULTIVATING READERS
Anne Elliott, Mary Lynch • 9781760568467

Introducing a 6-step approach for CULTIVATING and 

growing complete readers who have the will to read! 

You’ll learn how to help your students understand 

the value of reading, intimately know who they are 

as readers, and receive joy and pleasure from text. 

From sharing your reading life to getting to know your 

students to modelling the habits of a reader, you will find 

strategies to use to set the foundation for a classroom 

of enthusiastic readers. Powerful classroom anecdotes and ready-to-use 

reproducible activities support this highly readable book. 

PBP8467 • $32.95

READING, WRITING, PLAYING, LEARNING
Donna-Lynn Galloway, Lori Jamison Rog • 9781760563219

This practical handbook shows teachers how to create a 

kindergarten learning environment in which children feel safe, 

comfortable and able to take risks. It offers innovative ways 

to encourage students to explore, experiment, discover, 

problem-solve and freely interact with one another. Based 

on extensive classroom practice, it demonstrates when 

teachers need to provide support, ask questions and 

provoke thinking, and when to back away and leave kids to 

their own devices. 

PBP3219 • $29.95

SO WHAT DO THEY REALLY KNOW?
Chris Rovani • 9781760560447 

In So What Do They Really Know? Cris Tovani explores 

the complex issue of monitoring, assessing and marking 

students’ thinking and performance with fairness and fidelity. 

Like all teachers, Cris struggles to balance her student-

centred instruction with school system mandates. Her 

recommendations are realistic and practical; she understands 

that what isn’t manageable isn’t sustainable.

SHP0447 • $35.95

PERFECT PAIRS: Using Fiction & Nonfi ction 
Picture Books to Teach Life Science, Grades 3-5
Melissa Stewart, Nancy Shedley • 9781760564179 

Hands-on lessons can be fun and compelling, but when it 

comes to life science, they aren’t always possible, practical, 

effective, or safe. Children can’t follow wolves as they hunt 

elk, visit a prehistoric swamp, or shrink down to the size 

of a molecule and observe photosynthesis firsthand. But 

they can explore a whole world of animals, plants, and 

ecosystems through the pages of beautifully illustrated, 

science-themed picture books.

SHP4179 • $49.95

READING WELLNESS
Dorothy Barnhouse • 9781760564094 
Teachers must teach in ways that create energy and 

enthusiasm for reading, even as they teach to required 

standards. Built around a framework of four intentions - 

alignment, balance, sustainability and joy - Reading Wellness 

offers teachers a series of lessons that help children read 

closely and carefully while still honouring their interests, 

passions and agency as readers. The lessons here, which 

have been field-tested in Years 1-5, are interconnected and 

empower classroom communities, are filled with anecdotes 

and insights, and are practical sustainable and frequently joyful.

SHP4100 • $35.95

POWERFUL READERS
Kyla Hadden, Adrienne Gear  • 9781760563264 

Step-by-step lessons for introducing and using the strategies, 

connections to literary devices, curricular connections for 

nonfiction, reading lists, and rubrics for each strategy 

are all part of this valuable resource. Powerful Readers is 

committed to developing reading skills that will help students 

get more out of their work with fiction and nonfiction. New 

and experienced teachers will find the tools they need to 

go beyond a literal understanding and teaching secondary 

students how to read more deeply.

PBP3264 • $32.00
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NONFICTION READING POWER
Adrienne Gear • 9781760016883

The well-designed lessons in this book are easy to follow 

and include tips for effectively introducing and ending 

each lesson. Nonfiction Reading Power provides teachers 

with lessons and ideas for teaching five specific thinking 

strategies that support students while reading informational 

text. These strategies give students the tools they need 

to zoom-in on text features and conventions; improve 

comprehension by raising significant questions and making 

relevant inferences; determine importance and find the main 

idea in a variety of text; make connections to their own lives, other books and 

previous knowledge; transform what’s on the printed page into new thinking.

PBP6883 • $34.95

ON THE SAME PAGE
Janet Allen • 9781760016425

If you have enjoyed the increased engagement and motivation 

that accompany reading with your students and wondered 

how to extend those benefits throughout the day, this book 

offers support for using this approach as a foundation for 

learning across content areas. On the Same Page explores 

the use of shared reading as an instructional approach for 

readers and writers at all levels of language proficiency. 

Janet Allen provides research, resources, practical ideas 

and strategies for building from shared reading to increase 

students’ literate experiences in a variety of curricular and instructional areas.

SHP6425 • $39.95

STILL LEARNING TO READ, GRADES 3-6
Franki Sibberson, Karen Szymusiak • 9781742399195

The saying goes that “children learn to read in grades K–2, 

and read to learn in grades 3 and up.” However, teachers in 

grades 3 through 6 are discovering this conventional wisdom 

is wrong—their students have to deal with an increasingly 

sophisticated range of texts that require additional reading 

skills. Upper elementary teachers face the difficult task of 

trying to offer appropriate reading instruction just as many 

of their students have their first experiences with textbooks, 

high stakes exams, and complex reading in new genres.     

SHP9195 • $32.95

INDEPENDENT READING INSIDE THE BOX, 
2ND EDITION
Lisa Donohue • 9781760017620

In this second edition Lisa Donohue shares what she 

has learned from the many teachers who have used her 

simple approach to reading response. Lisa describes 

how teachers can do even more to strengthen student 

comprehension, language and thinking skills. Full of new 

ways to monitor, assess and support students as they 

are actively engaged in their reading, the book remains 

committed to the premise that independent-reading time is 

purposeful and directly connected to classroom instruction. Independent

PBP7620 • $29.95

DO I REALLY HAVE TO TEACH READING?
Cris Tovani • 9781760015213

“Do I really have to teach reading?” This is the question 

many teachers of adolescents are asking, wondering how 

they can possibly add a new element to an already 

overloaded curriculum. And most are finding that the 

answer is yes. If they want their students to learn complex 

new concepts in different disciplines, they often have to 

help their students become better readers. Building on the 

experiences gained in her own English classroom as well as 

those of colleagues in different disciplines, Cris Tovani takes 

on the challenge of helping students apply reading comprehension strategies in 

any subject.   

SHP5213 • $32.95

STRUGGLING READERS
Lori Jamison Rog • 9781760016371

It is a troubling statistic that up to 25% of the students in 

any year are reading below year level. The good news is 

that it’s not too late, even in the middle years, to provide the 

extra instruction that will get the majority of these students 

back on track. The practical, classroom-tested reading 

instruction strategies in Struggling Readers are carefully 

chosen to be effective with students in Years 3-9.    

PBP6371 • $34.95

READING POWER: Revised & Expanded Edition
Adrienne Gear • 9781760019969

Ten years ago, Reading Power was launched in an 

elementary school in Vancouver. Since then, it has evolved 

into a recognised approach to comprehension instruction 

and has been implemented across Canada, the US, the UK, 

Sweden and China. This ground-breaking approach showed 

teachers how to make thinking more visible to their students 

through explicit instruction of five comprehension strategies: 

connect, visualise, question, infer and transform. Adrienne 

Gear has continued to reflect and refine her understanding 

of metacognition, comprehension instruction, and the reading power strategies. 

PBP9969 • $29.95

DEEPER READING, 4-12
Kelly Gallagher • 9781760018047

Building on twenty years of teaching language arts, 

Kelly Gallagher, author of Reading Reasons, shows how 

students can be taught to successfully read a broad range 

of challenging and difficult texts with deeper levels of 

comprehension. Kelly also provides guidance on effective 

lesson planning that incorporates strategies for deeper 

reading. Funny, poignant, and packed with practical ideas 

that work in real classrooms, Deeper Reading is a valuable 

resource for any teacher whose students need new tools to uncover the riches 

found in complex texts. 

SHP8047 • $34.95

GROWING READERS
Kathy Collins • 9781760018078

In Growing Readers, Kathy Collins helps teachers plan for 

independent reading workshops in their own classrooms. 

She describes the structure of the independent reading 

workshop and other components of a balanced literacy 

program that work together to ensure young students grow 

into strong, well-rounded readers. Kathy outlines a sequence 

of possible units of study for a yearlong curriculum. Chapters 

are devoted to the individual units of study and include a 

sample curriculum as well as examples of mini-lessons and reading conferences. 

SHP8078 • $36.95

READING IN THE REAL WORLD 
Graham Foster • 9781760562991 

Based on the many forms of texts that modern 

readers encounter, the book uses familiar genres 

to guide readers to a better understanding of new 

text formats. It includes reproducible organisers and 

examples from a variety of media - ranging from 

stories and poetry to comics and print advertisements - to help readers make 

the most of the texts that surround them in their real lives. This book outlines 

innovative approaches and activities that will motivate students to read effectively 

and with enthusiasm. 

PBP2991 • $19.95

STILL LEARNING TO READ, SECOND EDITION: 
Teaching Students in Grades 3-6
Franki Sibberson,Karen Szymusiak  • 9781760564087

The new edition of Still Learning to Read focuses on the 

needs of students in grades 3–6 in all aspects of reading 

workshop, including read-aloud, classroom design, digital 

tools, fiction, nonfiction, and close reading. The book stays 

true to its original beliefs of slowing down and knowing our 

readers, but it also takes into account the sense of urgency 

that changing times and standards impose on classrooms.

SHP4087 • $39.95

EVEN HOCKEY PLAYERS READ: Boys, Literacy 
and Learning
David Booth  • 9781760562977

The role of gender in reading success is complex. This 

book faces the issues head-on, uncovering many of the 

assumptions and stereotypes parents and educators have 

about boys and how they handle the world of print text. Boys 

and men were interviewed specifically for the book, and their 

voices, as well as those of children’s authors and educators, 

reveal their literacy challenges, struggles, tastes and values. 

This highly readable book demonstrates the powerful potential of literacy in the 

lives of boys.  It is essential reading for those who want to guide boys towards a 

love of reading that will help them in their school life and beyond. 

PBP2977 • $21.95
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STRATEGIES THAT WORK, THIRD EDITION: 
Stephanie Harvey, Anne Goudvis • 9781760563943

In this new edition of their ground-breaking book Strategies 

That Work, Stephanie Harvey and Anne Goudvis share the 

work and thinking they’ve done since the second edition 

came out a decade ago. They offer new perspectives on 

how to explicitly teach thinking strategies to that students 

become engaged, thoughtful, independent readers. Since 

the first publication of Strategies That Work, more than 

a million teachers have benefited from Steph and Anne’s 

practical advice on creating classrooms that are incubators 

for deep thought. This third edition is a must have resource 

for a generation of new teachers - and a welcome refresher for those with dog-

eared copies of this timeless guide to teaching comprehension. 

SHP3943 • $49.95

I READ IT, BUT I DON’T GET IT: Comprehension 
Strategies for Adolescent Readers
Cris Tovani • 9781760018085

I Read It, but I Don’t Get It is a practical, engaging account 

of how teachers can help adolescents develop new reading 

comprehension skills. Cris Tovani is an accomplished 

teacher and staff developer who writes with verve and 

humor about the challenges of working with students at 

all levels of achievement—from those who have mastered 

the art of “fake reading” to college-bound juniors and 

seniors who struggle with the different demands of content-

area textbooks and novels. Enter Cris’ classroom, a place where students are 

continually learning new strategies for tackling difficult text. You will be taken 

step-by-step through practical, theory-based reading instruction that can be 

adapted for use in any subject area.

SHP8085 • $34.95

IGNITING A PASSION FOR READING: Successful 
Strategies for Building Lifetime Readers
Steven Layne • 9781760018108

In his new book, Igniting a Passion for Reading, Steve 

Layne shows teachers how to develop readers who are not 

only motivated to read great books, but also love reading 

in its own right. Packed with practical ways to engage and 

inspire readers from kindergarten through high school, 

this book is a “must have” on every teacher’s professional 

book shelf. Well known for his children’s books, young 

adult novels, and keynote speeches across the nation and 

around the world, Steve, aka Dr. Read, offers teachers everywhere a plan for 

engaging even the most reluctant reader.

SHP8108 • $32.95

BAN THE BOOK REPORT
Graham Foster • 9781760562984

Ban the Book Report argues that the main purpose 

of reading assignments is to encourage rather than 

discourage reading. This practical book inspires teachers 

to go beyond narrow and analytical book reports by 

exploring the potential of oral and visual activities. It 

offers response assignments that are more closely aligned 

with the reasons that people read -; to explore personal 

interests, to make important emotional connections and 

to enjoy themselves. A comprehensive analysis of the 

expectations and possibilities of independent reading, Ban 

the Book Report is ideal for teachers who value showing as well as telling to 

engage students in thoughtful personal response. 

PBP2984 • $29.95

THE JOY OF CONFERRING DVD
Debbie Miller • 9781760016845

 While reading Debbie Miller’s book, Reading with Meaning, 

or viewing her Happy Reading! video series, one wonders 

at Debbie’s ability to orchestrate a buzzing classroom 

full of first-graders into a cooperative literacy community. 

The Joy of Conferring lets us focus in with Debbie and 

see what happens at the individual level as she conducts 

reading conferences with her students. Program 1: Listen 

and Guide and Program 2: Three Minutes or Less. Many of 

these conferences are less than a minute long, yet Debbie 

still manages to find time to instruct, listen carefully, and leave students with 

challenges.  

SHP6845 • $300.00

“THIS IS A GREAT BOOK!”
Larry Swartz, Shelley Peterson • 9781760017750

Based on extensive research, this highly readable book 

explores a wide range of recommended titles that cover a 

spectrum of developmental stages for readers of chapter 

books to young adult novels. It presents novels around 

popular themes and features guest voices that include 

innovative teachers, librarians, booksellers and students. 

Numerous activities and literacy events form the core 

of this valuable resource. Reproducible pages include 

response activities, reflection tools, assessment profiles 

and inventories for easy classroom use. The book invites readers to dig deeper 

in their understanding and appreciation of books by responding through writing, 

discussion, the arts, media and more.   

PBP7750 • $29.95

EXPLODING THE READING
David Booth • 9781760016296

Exploding the Reading encourages teachers to incorporate 

a variety of response modes to expand student meaning-

making. Based on learning generated by one 200-year-old 

folktale used by 40 teachers and a thousand kids, the book 

explores how to ‘dip deep’ inside the story. It demonstrates 

that when students share their personal interpretations 

with others, they alter, grow, reframe and extend their 

understanding of the text. Exploding the Reading shows 

teachers how to help students discover the world outside 

the text as well: the origins, the connections, the places, 

the values and the different perceptions readers have.    

PBP6296 • $34.95

IN DEFENSE OF READ-ALOUD
Steven Layne • 9781760018115

In Defence of Read-Aloud reinforces readers’ confidence 

to continue the practice of reading aloud and presents 

the research base to defend the practice. Steven Layne 

also offers practical insights to strengthen practice and 

provides practical advice about how to use read-alouds 

effectively. Leading researchers in literacy provide position 

statements; authors of professional books share insights 

on books they love; leaders of large literacy organisations 

write about their favourite read-alouds; award-winning authors share the powerful 

behind-the-scenes stories of their greatest books; and real classroom teachers 

and librarians speak about books that have lit up their classrooms and libraries 

around the world.     

SHP8115 • $32.95

CATCHING READERS BEFORE THEY FALL: 
Supporting Readers Who Struggle, F-4
Pat Johnson, Katie Keier • 9781760017989

If you have ever been at a loss for what to say and do when 

confronted with a child who struggles, this book is for you. 

Using examples from both adults and children, the authors 

explain and describe the complex integrated network of 

strategies that takes place in the minds of proficient readers 

- strategies that struggling readers have to learn in order 

to construct their own reading processes. The examples 

and scenarios of teacher/student interactions in Catching 

Readers Before They Fall provide a sense of how it looks and what it sounds like 

to teach strategic actions to struggling readers. This book is essential reading 

for all who work with struggling readers in any context and contains a wealth of 

resources. 

SHP7989 • $29.95

GUIDING READERS
Lori Jamison Rog • 9781760017613

Guiding Readers introduces a range of specific reading 

strategies and processes that lead students to access 

increasingly more complex text. It includes sequential 

practical lessons routines for emergent, early, developing 

and fluent readers, as well as for struggling readers in the 

upper year levels. The book also offers suggestions for 

selecting appropriate texts for readers at each stage, along 

with tips for setting learning goals and a wide range of 

lesson routines for reaching them.    

PBP7613 • $29.95
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MATHS/ SCIENCE

BECOMING THE MATHS TEACHER YOU WISH 
YOU’D HAD: Ideas and Strategies from Vibrant 
Classrooms
Tracy Johnston Zager • 9781760560423

While mathematicians describe mathematics as playful, 

beautiful, creative and captivating, many students describe 

maths class as boring, stressful, useless and humiliating. In 

Becoming the Maths Teacher You Wish You’d Had, Tracy 

Zager helps teachers close this gap by making maths class 

more like mathematics. 

SHP0423 • $55.95

WHAT’S RIGHT ABOUT WRONG ANSWERS 
LEARNING FROM MATH MISTAKES, GRADES 4-5
Nancy Anderson • 9781760564162

“You can’t learn to hit a three-point shot without missing a 

lot of shots. You can’t learn to play a piece of music correctly 

without striking a lot of wrong notes.” And, as Nancy 

Anderson explains in What’s Right About Wrong Answers, 

“you can’t learn math without making mistakes.” 

SHP4162 • $32.95

MAKING SENSE 
Juli Kendall, Outey Khuon • 9781760564032

Making Sense provides answers to many common questions 

asked by teachers of English language learners: How do we 

organise small-group comprehension instruction? How do 

you select books to teach strategies? How do we know our 

kids are getting it - and what do we do when they don’t get 

it? It is an easy-to-use, practical resource for ELD, ESL and 

ESOL pull-out teachers, and for push-in teachers working”in-

class” to support English language learners. The book’s five 

main sections are geared to the stages of language proficiency, and lessons are 

divided into “younger” and “older” students, spanning Foundation Year to Year 8.  

SHP4032 • $29.95
THE XS AND WHYS OF ALGEBRA
Anne Collins, Linda Dacey • 9781760562755

In The Xs and Whys of Algebra: Keys Ideas and Common 

Misconceptions, Anne Collins and Linda Dacey provide a 

set of thirty research-based modules designed to engage all 

students in mathematical learning that develops conceptual 

understanding, addresses common misconceptions and 

builds key ideas that are essential to future learning. For 

use in Year 7 to Year 9 courses focused on an introduction 

to formal algebra, the thirty research-based modules in this 

spiral-bound flipchart are designed to engage all students 

in mathematical learning that develops conceptual understanding, addresses 

common misconceptions and builds key ideas essential to future learning.  

SHP2755 • $29.95

ZEROING IN ON NUMBER AND OPERATIONS, 
PREP-K
Linda Dacey, Anne Collins • 9781760564148

When you talk with students about their number sense 

and computational skills, you’re bound to uncover some 

surprising gaps in their understanding. Knowing how to 

identify and bridge those gaps is essential for helping 

students at all levels advance as mathematical thinkers. 

SHP4148 • $21.95

THE ANIE
Kevin Bird, Kirk Savage • 9781760016357

This highly readable book introduces a powerful assessment 

tool and intervention strategies that are simple yet 

revolutionary in their impact on student learning. The 

ANIE (Assessment of Numeracy in Education) is a teacher-

developed assessment tool that uses numeracy and 

common core performance standards to assess student 

understanding of maths concepts. Based on extensive 

use in hundreds of classrooms, the book explains each 

component of the ANIE.    

PBP6357 • $34.95

MOVING MATH
Mary Flore, Maria Luisa Lebar • 9781760568498

MOVING MATH focuses on ‘moving’ the teaching and 

learning of mathematics by shifting instruction and 

assessment practices. The book describes how using 

various thinking skills helps students make sense of 

mathematical concepts. Key thinking skills — inferring 

and interpreting; analyzing; evaluating; making 

connections; synthesizing; reasoning and proving; and 

reflecting — are deconstructed and modeled through 

suggested learning experiences across various grades. The book offers 

possible student solutions that demonstrate how the thinking skills support 

the intended mathematical learning.  

PBP8498 • $32.95

IT’S ALL RELATIVE, GRADES 6-7
Anne Collins, Linda Dacey • 9781760562731

For years, students have been taught to cross multiply 

when presented with proportion problems. Few 

understood what they were doing or why they were doing 

it. Rarely were students invited to think about various 

representations to determine the relationship between the 

two ratios being compared. The ideas and activities in this 

guide will help you provide students with the conceptual 

understanding of ratios and proportional thinking that is 

essential for solving real-world problems and achieving success in higher-

level mathematics. 

SHP2731 • $29.95

READING WITH MEANING, 2ND EDITION
Debbie Miller • 9781760013769

In Reading with Meaning, Debbie Miller shares her thinking 

about comprehension strategy instruction, the gradual 

release of responsibility instructional model, and planning for 

student engagement and independence. Debbie chronicles 

a year in her own classroom, giving her own vision of 

strategy instruction and intentional teaching and learning. 

Debbie believes that every child deserves at least a full year 

of growth during each classroom year and offers planning 

documents with matching assessments to ensure that no 

child falls through the cracks. 

SHP3769 • $35.95

WHAT EVERY SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHER 
NEEDS TO KNOW ABOUT READING TESTS
Charles Fuhrken • 9781760016784

This book ffers extensive, practical strategies to help 

students perform well on tests. This ready-to-use, easy-to-

understand resource provides a wealth of information about 

reading tests, including high-quality preparation materials, 

samples of the most frequently assessed types of reading 

standards and engaging core-reading activities. This book 

provides a wealth of resources that can be incorporated 

into a teacher’s everyday reading work, including vocabulary 

development, literary techniques, interpretation, comprehension and more.   

SHP6784 • $39.95

WHAT EVERY PRIMARY TEACHER NEEDS TO 
KNOW ABOUT READING TESTS
Charles Fuhrken • 9781760016777

The author takes the mystery out of reading tests, explaining 

how reading tests are created, how standards are interpreted 

and assessed, and how students can apply their knowledge 

of reading to standardised tests. This book sets the record 

straight about the myths and realities of tests and offers 

extensive, practical strategies that help students perform 

well on test day. This resource provides a wealth of 

information about reading tests, including high-quality 

preparation materials, samples of the most frequently assessed types of reading 

standards and more than thirty engaging core-reading activities.

SHP6777 • $39.95

YELLOW BRICK ROADS, 4-12
Janet Allen • 9781760016432

In Yellow Brick Roads, Janet Allen offers research-based 

methods for helping teachers move towards these goals. 

This book provides research, practical methods, detailed 

strategies and resources for read-aloud, shared, guided 

and independent reading. The appendices include graphic 

organisers to support strategy lessons, suggestions of titles 

for building classroom libraries, as well as web sites and 

professional resources that support the teaching of reading. 

This book will give you rich ideas, detailed strategies and 

literature support for implementing those strategies.  

SHP6432 • $39.95
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MATH EXCHANGES
Kassia Omohundro Wedekind • 9781760562694

As in reading and writing workshop, students in Wedekind’s 

math workshop are becoming self-directed and independent 

while participating in a classroom community of learners. 

Through the math exchanges, students focus on number 

sense and the big ideas of mathematics. Teachers guide the 

conversations with small groups of students, mediating talk 

and thinking as students share problem-solving strategies, 

discuss how math works, and move torward more effective 

and efficient approaches and greater mathematical understanding. 

SHP2694 • $39.95

NUMBER SENSE ROUTINES: Building Numerical 
Literacy Every Day in Grades K-3
Jessica Shumway • 9781760562700

Just as athletes stretch their muscles before every game 

and musicians play scales to keep their technique in tune, 

mathematical thinkers and problem solvers can benefit from 

daily warm-up exercises. Jessica Shumway has developed a 

series of routines designed to help young students internalize 

and deepen their facility with numbers. The daily use of these 

quick five-, ten-, or fifteen-minute experiences at the beginning 

of math class will help build students’ number sense. 

SHP2700 • $34.95

TO LOOK CLOSELY
Laurie Rubin • 9781760017781

In To Look Closely: Science and Literacy in the Natural 

World, Laurie Rubin demonstrates how nature study can help 

students become careful, intentional observers of all they 

see, growing into stronger readers, writers, mathematicians 

and scientists in the process. From setting a tone of inquiry-

based thinking in the classroom to suggesting specific units 

of study for reading, writing and science, Laurie guides 

teachers step-by-step through the basics of how to integrate 

the skills acquired through nature study into every subject.    

SHP7781 • $35.95

ASSESSMENT IN PERSPECTIVE
Clare Landrigan, Tammy Mulligan • 9781760016791

Assessment is, and needs to be again, much more than a 

number. Assessment in Perspective is about moving beyond 

the numbers and using assessment to find the stories of our 

readers. This book helps teachers sort through the myriad of 

available assessments and use each to understand different 

facets of their readers. It discusses how to use a range of 

assessment types - from reading conference notes and 

student work to running records and state tests - together to 

uncover the strengths and weaknesses of a reader.    

SHP6791 • $34.95

MAKING NUMBER TALKS MATTER, 4-10
Cathy Humphreys, Ruth Parker • 9781760016524

Making Number Talks Matter is about the myriad decisions 

facing teachers as they make this fifteen-minute daily routine 

a vibrant part of their mathematics instruction. Throughout 

the book, Cathy Humphreys and Ruth Parker offer practical 

ideas for using Number Talks to help students learn to reason 

numerically and build a solid foundation for the study of 

mathematics. Using insight gained from many years of doing 

Number Talks with students of all ages.    

SHP6524 • $37.95

MATH WORK STATIONS: Independent Learning 
You Can Count On, K-2
Debbie Diller • 9781760562717

If you’ve ever questioned how to make math stations work, 

you’ll find this photo-filled, idea-packed resource invaluable. 

This book extends Debbie Diller’s best-selling work on 

literacy work stations and classroom design to the field of 

mathematics. In Math Work Stations you’ll find ideas to 

help children develop conceptual understanding and skills, 

use math vocabulary as they talk about their mathematical 

thinking, and connect big ideas to meaningful independent exploration and 

practice. This book details how to set up, manage, and keep math stations going 

throughout the year. 

SHP2717 • $49.95

THE DAILY 5, SECOND EDITION
Gail Boushey, Joan Moser • 9781760013721

The Daily Five Second Edition will give you everything 

you need to launch and sustain the daily five in literacy 

and mathematics including materials and set up, model 

behaviours and detailed lesson plans into which you can 

place your own lesson content. You will find specific tips 

for implementation and solutions to common problems. Of 

particular use are the strategies for engaging ‘barometer 

children’ – those challenging children who can so easily 

influence the climate in the classroom. 

SHP3721 • $39.95

ACCESSIBLE ALGEBRA: 30 Modules to Promote 
Algebraic Reasoning, Grades 7-10
Anne Collins, Steven Benson • 9781760564155

Accessible Algebra is for any teacher who wants to provide 

a rich and fulfilling experience to students as they develop 

new ways of thinking about algebra. Each lesson in this 

book identifies and addresses a focal domain and standard 

in algebra, then lays out the common misconceptions and 

challenges students may face as they work to investigate and 

understand problems. Anne and Steve met with and listened 

to students in real classrooms as the students explained what problem-solving 

strategies they were using. The authors focused on questions and problems that 

led students to a deeper understanding of algebra.

SHP4155 • $39.95

A PLACE FOR WONDER
Georgia Heard, Jennifer McDonough • 9781760017828

In A Place for Wonder, Georgia Heard and Jennifer McDonough 

discuss how to create “a landscape of wonder”, a primary 

classroom where curiosity, creativity and exploration are 

encouraged. For it is these characteristics, the authors write, 

that develop intelligent, inquiring, life-long learners. With 

these goals in mind, Georgia and Jennifer provide teachers 

with numerous, practical ways they can create a classroom 

environment where students’ questions and observations are 

part of daily work. They also present a step-by-step guide to planning a non-

fiction reading and writing unit of study. A Place for Wonder will help teachers 

reclaim their classrooms as a place where true learning is the norm. 

SHP7828 • $35.95

CURRICULUM SENSE
Christine Moynihan • 9781760018016

While based on the American Common Core State Standards, 

the Standards for Mathematical Practice outlined in this book 

provide an excellent foundation for encouraging students to 

think, reason and persevere like mathematicians regardless 

of curriculum. Christine Moynihan wrote Curriculum Sense: 

Tapping the Power of the Mathematical Practices with the 

goal of making the practices more explicit, learnable and 

accessible. Christine shows what each practice might look, 

sound and feel like in the classroom using the simple, four-part GOLD framework.

SHP8016 • $29.95

THE POWER OF QUESTIONING
Julie McGough, Lisa Nyberg • 9781760019068

This pedagogical picture book invites you to nurture the 

potential for learning that comes from children’s irrepressible 

urges to ask questions. The Power of Questioning offers you 

a solid foundation in both theory and practice, an unusual 

opportunity to see a model brought to life and standards- 

and STEM-friendly benefits. The book also illustrates how 

to integrate state standards, the Next Generation Science 

Standards, the Common Core State Standards and STEM 

education practices. The Power of Questioning is a fresh, 

lively source of strategies both you and your students will enjoy. The authors are 

veteran educators who know how busy and demanding today’s F-6 classroom is. 

NST9068 • $29.95

SMALL STEPS, BIG CHANGES
Chris Confer, Marco Ramirez • 9781760562748

During the past two decades, Chris Confer and Marco 

Ramirez have worked to deepen and improve mathematics 

instruction at schools around the country. Wherever they 

go, they find the raw ingredients for success already 

present: “The potential for positive change lies within 

each school. Abundance is present in the form of capable 

children, teachers, coaches, and principals. Potential 

energy - what can be - transforms into kinetic energy - 

what will be - only when a force is accurately applied to move a school in 

the right direction”. 

SHP2748 • $32.95
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WELL PLAYED, K-2
Linda Dacey, Karen Gartland, Jayne Bamford Lynch • 

9781742399201

Students love math games and puzzles, but how much are 

they really learning from the experience? Too often, math 

games are thought of as just a fun activity or enrichment 

opportunity. Well Played shows you how to make games 

and puzzles an integral learning component that provides 

teachers with unique access to student thinking. Well Played 

includes twenty-five games and puzzles which have all been 

field-tested in diverse classrooms as well as a separate chapter with suggestions 

for how to effectively manage these games and puzzles. 

SHP9201 • $38.95

WELL PLAYED, GRADES 3-5
Linda Dacey, Karen Gartland, Jayne Lynch • 9781760016548

The 25 games and puzzles in Well Played contain 

explanations of the mathematical importance of each game 

or puzzle and how it supports student learning, variations for 

each game or puzzle to address a range of learning levels 

and styles, clear step-by-step directions and classroom 

vignettes that model how best to introduce the featured 

game or puzzle. The book also includes a separate chapter 

with suggestions for how to effectively manage games and 

puzzles in diverse classrooms.   

SHP6548 • $39.95

Every colourful page of Christopher Danielson's children's picture book, Which One Doesn't Belong?, contains a thoughtfully designed set of four 

shapes. Each of the shapes can be a correct answer to the question "Which one doesn't belong?" Because all their answers are right answers, students 

naturally shift their focus to justifications and arguments based on the shapes' geometric properties.

In the companion Teacher's Guide, Christopher draws from both research and classroom experience to teach you how students' geometric thinking 

develops. In clear, approachable language, Christopher discusses the mathematical ideas likely to emerge on each page and helps you anticipate 

and understand student's likely answers. Through classroom stories from different year levels, he models listening to, talking about and delighting in 

students' ideas about shapes. Finally Christopher gives you all the practical information you'll need to implement Which One Doesn’t Belong? as a 

classroom routine, from how to launch rich discussion to how to create new sets to match your instructional goals.

Student Book 
SHP0324 • $19.95

Student Book Set of 5 

SHP0492 • $49.95
Student Book Set of 5 and Teacher’s Guide

SHP0401 • $65.95
Student Book and Teacher’s Guide Set

SHP0400 • $39.95

WELL PLAYED, 6-8: Building Mathematical Thinking Through Number and Algebraic Games and Puzzles
Linda Dacey, Karen Gartland, Jayne Lynch • 9781760564124

Students love math games and puzzles, but how much are they really learning from the experience? Too often, math games are thought of as just 

a fun activity or enrichment opportunity. Learn how to make games and puzzles an integral learning component and gain unique access to student 

thinking. 

SHP4124 • $35.95

BECOMING SCIENTISTS, 3-5
Rusty Bresser, Sharon Fargason • 9781760017798

Good science starts with a question, perhaps from the 

teacher at the start of a science unit of from the children 

as they wonder what makes a toy car move, how food 

decomposes or why leaves change colour. Using inquiry 

science, children discover answers to their questions in 

the same way that scientists do - they design experiments, 

make predictions, observe and describe, offer and test 

explanations, and share their conjectures with others. In 

essence, they construct their own understanding of how the 

world works through experimentation, reflection and discussion.   

SHP7798 • $35.95

THE FOUR ROLES OF THE NUMERATE 
LEARNER
Mary Fiore, Maria Lebar • 9781742398921

This timely book builds on educators’ understanding of how 

to teach mathematics and borrows from frameworks used 

to teach literacy. The framework emphasises student voice 

with many opportunities for students to ask questions, pose 

problems, explore ideas and change both their thinking 

about mathematics and the way they see themselves as 

mathematicians.    

PBP8921 • $29.95

INTENTIONAL TALK
Elham Kazemi, Allison Hintz • 9781760018139

Intentional Talk provides teachers with a framework for 

planning and facilitating purposeful mathematics discussions 

that enrich and deepen student learning. According to 

Elham Kazemi and Allison Hintz, the critical first step is to 

identify a discussion’s goal and then understand how to 

structure and facilitate the conversation to meet that goal. 

Through detailed vignettes from both primary and upper 

elementary classrooms, the authors provide a window 

into what teachers are thinking as they lead discussions and make important 

pedagogical and mathematical decisions along the way. 

SHP8139 • $31.95

MESMERIZING MATH PUZZLES
Lydian Davis • 9781760013943

You need this book! The puzzles in this book are designed 

to be easily integrated into any curriculum. The puzzles were 

created to facilitate the connection of mathematical practices 

to mathematical content in mathematics instruction. Gifted 

primary students master content more quickly and more 

effectively when it is embedded within exercises requiring 

reasoning. Puzzles provide the perfect format in which this 

mastery can take place. Each of the puzzles in this book 

provides practice in content standards. Warning - These 

puzzles are tough! They will challenge even the most mathematically gifted Year 

4 to Year 8 students.  

POL3943 • $16.95
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LITERACY

POETRY MENTOR TEXTS, F-8
Lynne Dorfman, Rose Cappelli • 9781760560430

In Poetry Mentor Texts, the authors show teachers how to 

use poems in both reading and writing workshops and across 

content areas. Written in a friendly, conversational tone, this 

practical book explores a variety of poetic forms, including 

poems that inspire response, list poems, acrostic poems, 

persona poems and poems for two voices - versatile forms 

of poetry that can be used in every year level. Each of these 

poetic form has its own chapter featuring five poems with 

applications for both reading and writing classrooms. Poetry Mentor Texts helps 

teachers across the curriculum guide their students to become not only skilled 

readers and writers but also more empathetic human beings. 

SHP0430 • $32.95

BEYOND ANSWERS
Mike Flynn • 9781760562724

The Standards for Mathematical Practice are written in clear, 

concise language. Even so, to interpret them and visualize 

what they mean for your teaching practice isn’t always easy. 

In this practical, easy-to-read book, Mike Flynn provides 

teachers with a clear and deep sense of these standards 

and shares ideas on how best to implement them in K-2 

classrooms. 

SHP2724 • $39.95

INTERACTIVE WRITING, PRE-F-5
Kate Roth, Joan Dabrowski • 9781742399188

Interactive Writing: A Small Practice with Big Results, Pre-F-5 

is your how-to guide, unpacking this powerful method step 

by step - and year level by year level. The authors help you 

figure out where and how interactive writing fits within your 

literacy framework, regardless of the year level you teach. In 

these pages, you’ll find an overview of the interactive writing 

method and how it fits into your balanced literacy program, 

concrete ways to launch interactive writing in your classroom 

to support both process and craft instruction, step-by-step 

guidance to implement the method with students of all ages, and real classroom 

writing that shows what to expect at each phase of the process. 

SHP9188 • $39.95

CRAFT MOVES
Stacey Shubitz • 9781760560270

In Craft Moves, Stacey Shubitz does the heavy lifting for 

you: using twenty recently published picture books, she 

creates more than 180 lessons to teach various craft moves 

that will help your students become better writers. Stacey 

first discusses picture books as teaching tools and offers 

ways to integrate them into your curriculum, and classroom 

discussions. She also shares routines and classroom 

procedures to help students focus on their writing during the 

independent writing portion of writing workshop and helps 

teachers prepare for small-group instruction. 

SHP0270 • $39.95

WE CAN DO THIS! STUDENT MENTOR TEXTS 
THAT TEACH AND INSPIRE
Janeil Wagstaff • 9781760563974

In We Can Do This! writing expert and Stella Writes author 

Janiel Wagstaff pairs examples of student writing with 

writing lessons. Student writing samples are extremely 

powerful tools for boosting the growth of young writers, and 

the student samples provided in this book serve as mentor 

texts and the basis for each lesson.  

SHP3974 • $29.95

IT’S ALL RELATIVE, 6-7
Anne Collins, Linda Dacey • 9781760562731

For years, students have been taught to cross multiply 

when presented with proportion problems. Rarely were 

students invited to think about various representations to 

determine the relationship between the two ratios being 

compared. The ideas and activities in this guide will help 

you provide students with the conceptual understanding of 

ratios and proportional thinking that is essential for solving 

real-world problems and achieving success in higher-level 

mathematics. 

SHP2731 • $29.95

OPENING MINDS: Using Language to Change Lives
Peter Johnston • 9781760560263

In Opening Minds: Using Language to Change Lives, Peter 

shows how the words teachers choose affect the worlds 

students inhabit in the classroom, and ultimately their futures. 

He explains how to engage children with more productive 

talk and to create classrooms that support not only students’ 

intellectual development but also their development as 

human beings. Grounded in research, Opening Minds: Using 

Language to Change Lives shows how words can shape 

students’ learning, their sense of self, and their social, 

emotional and moral development. 

SHP0263 • $19.95

BALANCED LITERACY ESSENTIALS
Michelann Parr, Terry Campbell • 9781760562953

Balanced Literacy Essentials shows teachers how to navigate 

their way through the language and literacy block as they 

focus on ten literacy essentials. It offers a comprehensive 

approach to literacy instruction that puts students at the 

centre of the learning process. Anchored in sound theory, 

this practical book promotes a literacy program that balances 

the components of English with the power of meaningful 

interaction with students. From modelling literate behaviours 

to playing with language as ‘earprint’, this timely resource if full 

of useful strategies for nurturing reading, writing and talk in today’s classrooms. 

PBP2953 • $29.95

BECOMING A LITERACY LEADER, 2ND EDITION
Jennifer Allen • 9781760564049

The first edition of Becoming a Literacy Leader chronicled 

Jennifer’s work as she moved to a new school and a new job 

as a literacy specialist and found herself tackling everything 

from teacher study groups to state-mandated assessment 

plans. The new edition of her book is a thoughtful, reflective 

evolution of her work as she rethinks how her identity and 

role as a literacy leader have evolved in the ten years since 

she wrote the first edition. Literacy leaders and coaches can 

use this book as a road map for how to approach their work with purpose and 

intention. Online videos that accompany the book bring the text alive by showing 

readers what coaching looks and sounds like. 

SHP4049 • $35.95

LITERACY OUT LOUD
Terry Anne Campbell, Michelle McMartin • 9781760568481

Committed to embracing the power of oral language, 

literacy out loud recognizes the important role “talk” 

plays in developing the reading and writing abilities that 

students need in school and beyond. The book offers 

strategies where oral language takes centre stage and 

is fostered through engaging activities. Literacy activities 

and events focus on all aspects of listening and speaking, 

and emphasize enjoyable, purposeful, social learning. 

The book argues that listening and speaking, or “talk,” is at the heart of a 

vibrant classroom. It shows teachers how to nurture dynamic classroom talk 

that is essential in its own right, and makes all learning possible.  

PBP8481 • $32.95

BEYOND THE BUBBLE, GRADES 2-3
Maryann Wickett, Eunice Hendrix-Martin • 9781760017859

Multiple-choice testing is an educational reality. Rather 

than complain about the negative impact these tests may 

have on teaching and learning, why not use them to better 

understand your students’ true mathematical knowledge 

and comprehension? Maryann Wickett and Eunice Hendrix-

Martin show teachers how to move beyond the student’s 

answer -- right or wrong -- to uncover understanding and/

or misconceptions.

SHP7859 • $39.95

BEYOND THE BUBBLE, GRADES 4-5
Maryann Wickett, Eunice Hendrix-Martin • 9781760017866

Multiple-choice testing is an educational reality. Rather 

than complain about the negative impact these tests may 

have on teaching and learning, why not use them to better 

understand your students’ true mathematical knowledge 

and comprehension? Maryann Wickett and Eunice Hendrix-

Martin show teachers how to move beyond the student’s 

answer -- right or wrong -- to uncover understanding and/

or misconceptions.

SHP7866 • $39.95
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THIS BOOK IS NOT ABOUT DRAMA… IT’S 
ABOUT NEW WAYS TO INSPIRE STUDENTS
Myra Barrs, Bob Barton, David Booth • 9781760017712

This book is not about drama... offers a comprehensive 

approach to using role play and discussion to build language 

experiences that are meaningful for learners. It explores 

issues around storytelling, writing and imagination and 

shows teachers how to be effective observers and support 

the deeper meaning that comes from working inside and 

outside the text. This authoritative resource is full of simple 

strategies and texts that have been chosen for their ability to 

engage students, get them out of chairs and let them learn actively and socially. 

PBP7712 • $29.95

JOURNEY TO LITERACY
Krista Flemington, Linda Hewins, Una Villiers • 

9781760017637

Journey to Literacy offers Foundation Year teachers proven 

strategies for creating classrooms where children are actively 

engaged learners that thrive. The play-based learning and 

individualised strategies in this practical book build on the 

early literacy experiences that have been part of a child’s 

home like. Journey to Literacy argues that teachers need 

to engage children in their own learning and give them 

opportunities to pursue their own interests and investigations.

PBP7637 • $29.95

DRAMATIC PLAY IN THE EARLY YEARS
Elizabeth Coffman • 9781760016869

It focuses on dramatic play as a natural response to learning. 

Dramatic Play in the Early Years argues that dramatic play is 

not theatre but a dynamic process that involves planning, 

playing and practice. It shows teachers how to involve 

young students in play where they become the story and 

live the life of the characters or animals, bump up against 

issues and better appreciate the complexities of the human 

journey. Rooted in classroom experience, this valuable 

resource offers a variety of effective ways in which children 

can be encouraged to incorporate voice, characterisation, movement, stillness, 

concentration and listening for more expressive play.   

PBP6869 • $34.95

THERE’S ROOM FOR ME HERE
Janet Allen, Kyle Gonzalez • 9781760016456

You will see how one middle school teachers sets up her 

literacy classroom, offers intervention and support for 

struggling students and assesses their progress. Rich 

in description of Kyle’s successes, the book also looks 

honestly at why some practices were ineffective in her 

setting. There’s Room For Me Here includes record-keeping 

forms, extensive bibliographies of literature for shared and 

independent reading, professional materials and resource 

information, and samples of strategy lessons all embedded 

in this engaging story of a teacher’s first three years building a literacy workshop 

in her classroom.   

SHP6456 • $39.95

THE CAFE BOOK
Gail Boushey, Joan Moser • 9781760013684

CAFE is an acronym for Comprehension, Accuracy, 

Fluency and Expand vocabulary. The system includes 

goal-setting with students, posting of goals on a whole-

class board, developing small-group instruction based on 

clusters of students with similar goals and focusing whole-

class instruction on emerging student needs. The CAFE 

system does not require expensive materials, complicated 

training or complete changes to current classroom literacy 

approaches. Rather, it provides a structure for conferring 

with students, a language for talking about reading development and a system for 

tracking growth and fostering student independence. The CAFE system’s built-in 

flexibility lets teachers tailor the system to reflect the needs of their students and 

their curriculum standards.   

SHP3684 • $39.95

DOING LITERARY CRITICISM
Tim Gillespie • 9781760016746

Tim Gillespie, who has taught in public schools for almost 

four decades, has found the lenses of literacy criticism a 

powerful tool for helping students tackle challenging literary 

texts. Doing Literary Criticism gives each theory its own 

chapter with a brief, teacher-friendly overview and a history 

of the approach, along with an in-depth discussion of its 

benefits and limitations. Each chapter also includes ideas for 

classroom practices and activities. Using stories from his own 

English classes Tim provides a wealth of specific classroom-

tested suggestions for discussion, essay and research topics, recommended 

texts, exam questions and more.   

SHP6746 • $39.95

BECOMING A LITERACY LEADER
Jennifer Allen • 9781760016593

This book is rooted in Jennifer’s belief that teachers know 

what they need when it comes to professional development 

in literacy, and the best literacy leaders are those who 

listen to and respect the educators in their midst. At a time 

when all administrators are urged to be literacy leaders, 

this insider’s view helps to define what leadership looks 

like and shows how to create an environment that fosters 

professional development.   

SHP6593 • $35.95

CARING HEARTS & CRITICAL MINDS
Steven Wolk • 9781760017972

In Caring Hearts & Critical Minds, teacher-author Steven 

Wolk shows teachers how to help students become better 

readers as well as better people. “I want [my students] to 

be thinkers and have rich conversations regarding critical 

issues in the text and be able to formulate opinions regarding 

these issues,” says Leslie Rector, a sixth-grade teacher who 

collaborated with Wolk on some of the units featured in this 

book.  

SHP7972 • $39.95

TEACHING GLOBALLY
Kathy Short, Deanna Day, Jean Schroeder • 9781760560317

In today’s globally connected world, it is essential for 

students to have an understanding of multiple cultures and 

perspectives. In this edited collection, Kathy Short, Deanna 

Day and Jean Schroeder bring together fourteen educators 

who use global children’s literature to help students explore 

their own cultural identities as they inquire into global cultures. 

Teaching Globally is filled with vignettes from F-8 urban and 

rural schools that describe successes and struggles, as 

well as real examples of students responding to global literature. Lists of book 

recommendations, websites and professional books, as well as an appendix of 

global text sets complete this must-have resource. 

SHP0317 • $39.95

SUPER SPELLERS
Mark Weakland • 9781760565725

Super Spellers is an approach to teaching spelling in a way 

that is research-based, focused, developmentally appropriate, 

and tied to authentic reading and writing. This book does not 

advocate for adopting a new “spelling program”; instead 

it shows you how to transform what you’re already doing. 

It makes spelling instruction approachable and completely 

doable. Super Spellers first helps teachers understand what 

their students need through frequent formative assessments. 

The book then focuses on the scope of spelling instruction and goes deeper 

into teaching more words and directly teaching spelling strategies to increase 

students’ word-solving skills. Once kids are comfortable and competent spellers 

they become super readers and writers, too. 

SHP5725 • $49.95

I’VE GOT SOMETHING TO SAY!
David Booth • 9781760562946

This book argues that by listening to and interacting with 

students, teachers can more effectively support successful 

learning. Classrooms where student voice is genuinely valued 

will engage students in learning and help them to connect 

to issues that will affect their education. In this timely book, 

teachers will learn how to inspire students to buy into 

their own learning by giving them a voice in determining, 

organising, structuring and responding to what is happening 

in the classroom. 

PBP2946 • $29.95

LITERACY 101
David Booth • 9781760562939

With more than forty years of experience in the field, David 

Booth is one of our foremost authorities on teaching literacy. In 

this expansive survey, David answers question from teachers 

like you about turning research and theory into effective best 

practice. Teachers will find the answers they need and can 

use on almost any topic from phonics and words walls, using 

traditional texts to comics, songs and the internet, and using 

testing as a teaching tool to creating a classroom community 

that is both diverse and welcoming. But this is more than just a guide - it’s also 

the compelling story of one teacher’s journey through literacy. 

PBP2939 • $29.95
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LITERACY SMARTS
Jennifer Harper, Brenda Dzaldov • 9781760017651

This practical book introduces simple activities and tasks that 

use interactive whiteboard technology to bring new vitality 

to classroom lessons. It offers original ways to go beyond 

simple text and encourages connecting the classroom to the 

‘real’ world by valuing the wide range of texts that students 

use, and describes how interactive whiteboards can lead us 

into the future of learning - interpreting, managing, exploring 

and expanding our students’ thinking and enabling authentic 

learning. 

PBP7651 • $29.95

I SEE WHAT YOU MEAN, 2ND EDITION, K-8
Steve Moline • 9781760018092

The first edition of I See What You Mean, published in 1995, 

was one of the first books for teachers to outline practical 

strategies for improving students’ visual literacy. In this 

new and substantially revised edition, Steve continues his 

pioneering role by including dozens of new examples of a 

wide range of visual texts--from time maps and exploded 

diagrams to digital tools like smartphone apps and “tactile 

texts.” In addition to the new chapters and nearly 200 

illustrations, Steve has reorganized the book in a useful 

teaching sequence, moving from simple to complex texts.  

SHP8092 • $38.95

GRAMMAR MATTERS, K-6
Lynne Dorfman, Diane Dougherty • 9781760018061

If you are a teacher of grades K–6, you may be asking, 

“Should I teach grammar in my classroom on a daily 

basis? How would I go about doing this? And how can I 

teach grammar so it isn’t boring to my kids?” In Grammar 

Matters, Lynne Dorfman and Diane Dougherty answer these 

questions and more. Using mentor texts as the cornerstone 

for how best to teach grammar, this book provides teachers 

with almost everything they need to get kids not only 

engaged but excited about learning grammar.   

SHP8061 • $36.95

READY TO LEARN
Anne Burke • 9781760017675

This timely book explores innovative ways teachers can use 

play-based activities to build a strong literacy foundation 

for young learners. It shows teachers how to reconcile the 

early childhood knowledge that children bring to school with 

the needs of a more formal education experience. Ready 

to Learn is committed to creating classrooms that feature 

collaborative learning spaces where children work with their 

peers, assume roles and viewpoints, and communicate 

naturally with each other. 

PBP7675 • $29.95

100 MINUTES
Lisa Denohue • 9781760016685

This timely book shows teachers how to fit balanced literacy 

into a daily 100-minute literacy block using a framework of 

whole-class instruction and focused small-group sessions, 

combined with independent work. By chunking a literacy 

block into three distinct sections, this practical resource 

argues that it is possible to provide opportunities for students 

to engage in all aspects of literacy. This book shows teachers 

how to manage a literacy block in which students have 

choice and voice in their learning, capitalise on their own 

strengths, identify areas for growth and set personal learning goals.   

PBP6685 • $34.95

GUIDED LISTENING
Lisa Donohue • 9781760016722

Guided Listening illustrates how you can champion 

purposeful listening as you strive to help students better 

understand their language strengths and needs. It offers a 

practical framework and hands-on, reproducible activities 

and organisers that students can use to record, share and 

value the ideas of others. These tools for organising ideas 

give student opportunities to identify differences in the 

norms and conventions associated with oral language. 

They free students to listen more attentively, organise their 

response and watch for the subtle cues that are an important part of listening.    

PBP6722 • $34.95

KEEPIN’ IT REAL
Lisa Donohue • 9781760016715

It can be a challenge for teachers to weave the new literacies 

into an over-crowded curriculum. Keepin’ It Real looks at 

these new literacies from the perspective of the needs of 

a classroom teacher. It illustrates how to use the ‘new’ 

literacies to strengthen and support the ‘old’ ones. It argues 

that the new is not possible without the old, and recognises 

the interdependence of the literacies in the 21st century.     

PBP6715 • $34.95

THE CONSTRUCTION ZONE
Terry Thompson • 9781760016517

Instructional scaffolding is an essential part of teaching literacy. 

But what is scaffolding exactly? In essence, scaffolding is 

the support of students as they build independence. In The 

Construction Zone, Terry Thompson identifies four critical 

processes to deepen your understanding and improve your 

practice of instructional scaffolding. Thompson encourages 

teachers to enhance their use of the traditional gradual 

release process through five actionable steps: shows, 

share, support, sustain and survey, and in doing so provides 

procedures and techniques to help them establish and maintain strong scaffolds 

throughout the instructional day.    

SHP6517 • $39.95

 BEYOND LEVELED BOOKS, GRADES K-5
Karen Szymusiak, Franki Sibberson, Lisa Koch • 

9781760017842

In Beyond Leveled Books, Second Edition the authors 

provide even more resources to help teachers understand 

and meet the needs of transitional readers. The key topic 

of series books has been revised and enlarged, with charts 

outlining new series with the challenges they pose and 

supports readers need. New lessons have been added, and 

most chapters now include a related article from a literacy 

expert. Some of the contributors include Kathy Collins, Larry 

Swartz, and Mary Lee Hahn.   

SHP7842 • $35.95

ADVENTURES IN GRAPHICA, YEARS 2-6
Terry Thompson • 9781760016739

Recently, graphica has grown in popularity with younger 

readers as well, motivating and engaging reluctant readers 

who often shun traditional texts. While some teachers 

have become curious about graphica’s potential, many 

remain confused by the number of new titles and series 

available and unsure of its suitability and function in their 

classrooms. Drawing on recent research and his own 

success using graphica with primary readers, literacy coach 

Terry Thompson helps teachers navigate this medium and 

shows how teaching with graphica fits into literacy frameworks and correlates 

with best practices in comprehension, vocabulary and fluency instruction.   

SHP6739 • $39.95

LESS IS MORE, GRADES 6-12
Kimberly Campbell • 9781760016708

In Less Is More, Kimberly Hill Campbell draws on research 

as well as her own classroom experiences to show how 

short texts engage a wide range of middle years and 

secondary school students. She shares her discovery of 

the power of short texts to support her students’ skills as 

readers, writers and students of literature. Chapters examine 

different genres of short text, such as short stories, essays, 

memoir and graphic novels. Each chapter provides reading, 

writing and response strategies as well as a broad selection 

of short text resources that have proven effective with a wide range of students.   

SHP6708 • $39.95
STARTING STRONG
Katrin Blamey, Katherine Beauchat • 9781760562816

Starting Strong shows teachers how to use four proven 

instructional approaches - standards based, evidenced 

based, assessment based, and student based - to improve 

their teaching practice in all areas of early literacy. Authors 

Katrin Blamey and Katherine Beauchat draw on their years 

of experience and early literacy expertise to guide you 

in figuring out what to teach and how to find the most 

instructionally sound method to teach it. They help you 

determine the instructional needs of your classroom and take full advantage of 

what you know about your students so you can engage them in learning. 

SHP2816 • $39.95
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STORY
katie Cunnigham • 9781760016586

We see and hear stories when walking down the street, on 

our digital newsfeeds, in our interactions with one another, 

in the ways our students play and in literature, poetry, 

music, images, multimedia and dramatic works. While 

acknowledging the importance of teaching strategies to read 

different kinds of text, to write across genres, and to speak 

and listen with purpose, Katie Egan Cunningham reminds 

us that when we bridge strategy with the power of story, we 

deepen literacy learning and foster authentic engagement.    

SHP6586 • $35.95

GROWING INDEPENDENT LEARNERS, K-3
Debbie Diller • 9781760016579

Debbie Diller has revolutionised literacy instruction in countless 

classrooms with her books on how to effectively use literacy 

workstations to engage students in critical literacy learning. In 

Growing Independent Learners, she provides a comprehensive 

guide to help you plan instruction focused on literacy standards, 

organise your classroom for maximum benefit and lead your 

students to independence through whole-group lessons, small-

group focus and partner learning at literacy stations. Growing 

Independent Learners will help you create a vibrant classroom filled with 

independent learners.   

SHP6579 • $69.95

MORE TOOLS FOR TEACHING CONTENT 
LITERACY
Janet Allen • 9781760016395

More Tools for Teaching Content Literacy extends this 

treasure trove with 25 new instructional strategies using 

the same format. Each of the strategies includes a brief 

description of the instructional tool; an exploration of 

how and why the tool would be used for instruction in 

content classes; graphic organisers, models and step-

by-step instructions to support using and adapting the 

instructional strategy; and a research based that documents 

the origin, adaptations and related reading for understanding the effectiveness 

of the strategy.    

SHP6395 • $25.95

LITERATURE CIRCLES, 2ND EDITION
Harvey Daniels • 9781760016067

Drawing on 10 years of classroom experiments and 

innovative models from teachers, the second edition offers 

abundant new strategies, structures, tools and stories that 

show how to launch and guide literature circles effectively. 

Along with the voices of 20 practising teachers, Daniels 

offers a wealth of practical and concrete suggestions for 

every aspect of book club management, proven solutions 

for predictable problems and heaps of adaptable classroom 

materials for both teacher and student use.   

SHP6067 • $39.95

TOOLS FOR TEACHING CONTENT LITERACY
Janet Allen • 9781760016418

Janet Allen has developed the ideal support for teachers 

who want to improve their reading instruction across 

the curriculum. Tools for Teaching Content Literacy is 

designed as a ready reference for content reading and 

writing instruction. Each of the 33 strategies includes a brief 

description and purpose for each strategy, a research base 

that documents the origin and effectiveness of the strategy, 

graphic organisers to support the lesson and classroom 

vignettes to illustrate the strategy in use.    

SHP6418 • $25.95

CHOICE WORDS
Peter Johnston • 9781760018009

Choice Words shows how teachers accomplish this using 

their most powerful teaching tool: language. Throughout, 

Peter Johnston provides examples of apparently ordinary 

words, phrases, and uses of language that are pivotal in 

the orchestration of the classroom. Grounded in a study 

by accomplished literacy teachers, the book demonstrates 

how the things we say (and don’t say) have surprising 

consequences for what children learn and for who they 

become as literate people.  

SHP8009 • $19.95

THE DAILY 5, 2ND EDITION
Gail Boushey, Joan Moser • 9781760013721

The Daily 5: Fostering Literacy Independence in the Primary 

Years, Second Edition retains the core literacy components 

that made the first edition one of the most widely read books 

in education and enhances these practices based on years 

of further experience in classrooms and compelling new 

brain research. The Daily 5 provides a way for any teacher to 

structure literacy (and now maths) time to increase student 

independence and allow for individualised attention in small 

groups and one-on-one. It gives teachers everything they 

need to launch and sustain the daily 5, including materials and setup, model 

behaviours, detailed lesson plans, specific tips for implementing each component 

and solutions to common challenges.   

SHP3721 • $39.95

DRAMATHEMES, FOURTH EDITION
Larry Swartz • 9781760016326

Dramathemes shows teachers simple, engaging strategies 

for exploring literacy in new, innovative ways. Literacy 

sources are at the root of this amazing book that draws 

on picture books, novels, poetry, scripts and photographs 

as sources for effective classroom instruction. Compelling 

strategies throughout Dramathemes are designed to enrich 

interactive possibilities amongst learners in the English 

classroom. By reading, writing and talking both in role and 

out of role, students can develop and creatively share their 

responses, their stories, and their ideas.    

PBP6326 • $34.95

APPRENTICESHIP IN LITERACY, 2ND EDITION, 
K-4
Linda Dom, Tammy Jones • 9781760017835

Since its publication in 1998, Apprenticeship in Literacy 

has become a teacher favourite, covering all aspects 

of a balanced literacy program in an integrated manner 

and showing how all components are differentiated to 

address the needs of diverse learners. An apprenticeship 

approach to literacy emphasises the role of the teacher in 

providing demonstrations, engaging children, monitoring 

their understanding, providing timely support, and ultimately withdrawing that 

support as the child gains independence.   

SHP7835 • $39.95

LIFE’S LITERACY LESSONS
Steven Layne • 9781760017439

This poignant collection of stories and poems honours literacy 

educators for the often difficult and always essential work 

they do with students of all ages. Life’s Literacy Lessons, 

a modern classic, now includes stories as well as new 

poems. From reading aloud to grammar, from handwriting to 

standards, Steven Layne highlights the tears and laughter, 

the challenges and rewards that inspire today’s teachers. And 

Steven reveals his motivation: the events, words and thoughts 

that led him to capture his musings in verse and prose.    

SHP7439 • $25.95

WHATEVER HAPPENED TO LANGUAGE ARTS?: …
David Booth • 9781760563066

This inspiring book shows teachers how reading and writing 

instruction has evolved - where we were, where we are 

and where we can go in literacy learning. It looks at 

literacy techniques that have ranged over the years from 

group reading to language experience to whole language 

to synthetic phonics to balanced literacy to reading and 

writing workshops. Each chapter begins with a glimpse into a 

modern classroom where a remarkable teacher is engaged in 

a significant literacy event that inspires and motivates students. 

PBP3066 • $29.95

LITERACY ESSENTIALS
Regie Routman • 9781760566753

How do we ensure that all students are engaged each day 

in meaningful, challenging and joyful work and have equal 

opportunity to learn? That is the central question Regie 

Routman addresses in Literacy Essentials: Engagement, 

Excellence, and Equity for All Learners. Based on her 

ongoing teaching, leading and coaching in diverse schools 

and districts, Regie offers K-12 teachers and leaders 

practical, easy-to-implement tools to help students develop 

as self-determining readers, writers and learners. Literacy 

Essentials shows what’s possible when teachers and schools raise expectations 

for all students and create an intellectual culture based on trust, collaborative 

expertise and celebration of learners’ strengths. 

SHP6753 • $65.00
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WRITING

POEM CENTRAL
Shirley McPhillips • 9781760562809

In Poem Central, Shirley McPhillips helps us better understand 

the central role poetry can play in our personal loves and in 

the life of our classrooms. She introduces us to professional 

poets, teachers and students - people of different ages and 

walks of life - who are actively engaged in reading and making 

poems. Their stories and their work show us the power of 

poems to illuminate the ordinary - to nurture, inspire and stand 

alongside us for the journey. Shirley has structured the book in 

short sections that are easy to read and dip into. 

SHP2809 • $34.95

WHEN SPELLING MATTERS
Doreen Scott-Dunne • 9781760563004

When Spelling Matters shows teachers how to nurture writers 

and build students confidence in their ability to write and spell 

well. It argues that children learn to spell by investigating how 

words work and recognising the unique structure and patterns 

of words. Based on the belief that students need multiple 

strategies to help them spell, this practical book offers a series 

of explicit lessons that address the developmental nature of 

spelling and encourage students to apply their growing word 

knowledge to their own writing and editing. 

PBP3004 • $29.95

RENEW!
Shawna Coppola • 9781760563967

When was the last time you shook up your writing instruction? 

This book is built on the premise that our students are 

ever-changing, and so is our global landscape. While 

there’s nothing inherently wrong with relying on instructional 

strategies that have worked in the past, it challenges writing 

teachers to rethink and revise their practice regularly, leading 

to the renewal of their professional lives. By looking at whether 

a practice matches students’ needs and interests, examining 

whether it fits into what we know about children and learning, and then adjusting 

our teaching accordingly, we can nurture students to become critical thinkers, 

problem solvers and risk takers in the writing classroom and beyond. 

SHP3967 • $24.95

PATTERNS OF POWER, GRADES 1-6
Jeff Anderson, Whitney La Rocca • 9781760566746

Jeff Anderson and literacy coach Whitney La Rocca take you 

into primary and intermediate classrooms where students 

are curious about language, engage with the world around 

them, and notice and experiment with the conventions all 

writers use. The first part of the book introduces a vibrant 

approach to grammar instruction and sets up what you 

need to immerse yourself in the Patterns of Power process, 

inviting students to experiment and play with language. The 

second part of the book offers over seventy practical, ready-to-use lessons, 

including extensive teacher-ready support materials; over 100 mentor sentences, 

curated for Years 1-6; student work samples; tips and power notes to facilitate 

your own knowledge and learning; and examples for application. 

SHP6748 • $75.00

CONFERRING WITH YOUNG WRITERS
Kristin Ackerman, Jennifer McDonough • 9781760562779

If you’ve ever sat down to confer with a child and felt at a 

loss for what to say or how to help move them forward as 

a writer, this book is for you. Authors Kristin Ackerman and 

Jennifer McDonough have been teaching writing for several 

years and know that conferring can be a murky and messy 

process - perhaps the hardest component of all. Written from 

the lessons they’ve learned through hard-won classroom 

experience - their mistakes and challenges - Conferring with 

Young Writers is based on what Kristin and Jen call the “three Fs”: frequency, 

focus and follow-up. 

SHP2779 • $32.95

NOTEBOOK KNOW-HOW
Aimee Buckner • 9781760011413

A writer’s notebook is where students brainstorm topics, play 

with leads and endings, tweak a new revision strategy or test 

out a genre for the first time. In Notebook Know-How, Aimee 

Buckner provides the tools intermediate and middle-level 

teachers need to make writers’ notebooks an integral part 

of their writing programs. She also addresses many of the 

questions teachers ask when they start using notebooks with 

their students. This compact guide is packed with lessons, 

tips and samples of student writing to help teachers make the most of writers’ 

notebooks, without sacrificing time needed for the rest of the literacy curriculum. 

SHP1413 • $29.95

THE AUTHOR’S APPRENTICE
Vicki Neigs-Kahlenberg • 9781760560287

‘What are we teaching our students about writing, if it isn’t 

what actual writers do?’ This provocative question begins the 

journey Vicki Meigs-Kahlenberg takes us on in The Author’s 

Apprentice. Meigs-Kahlenberg reinvents the writer’s workshop 

using an authentic and engaging ‘apprenticeship’ approach 

that is based on the writing advice of middle years and young 

adult authors students are currently reading. The Author’s 

Apprentice provides a yearlong planning guide, weekly writing 

challenges, ideas for publication possibilities, step-by-step 

lesson plans and hundreds of author quotes to motivate student learning. 

SHP0287 • $39.95

THE WRITING THIEF
Ruth Culham • 9781760562762

Ruth Culham admits to being a writing thief - and she wants 

you and your students to become writing thieves, too! 

Students learn more about reading and writing when we 

use mentor texts to explore how writing works. Within this 

book, you’ll discover more than 90 excellent mentor texts 

along with straightforward activities that can help you teach 

the traits of writing across the informational, narrative and 

argument modes. Ruth presents exceptional examples of 

children’s literature and everyday texts, organised around 

the key qualities of the writing traits, that can give your students clear, enjoyable 

examples of good writing - which they can then pinch and pilfer as models for 

their own writing. 

SHP2762 • $39.95

WHEN WRITERS DRIVE THE WORKSHOP
Brian Kissel • 9781760563301

In this practical, engaging book, veteran educator Brian Kissel 

asks teachers to go back to the roots of writing workshop. 

Through stories from real classrooms, Brian reveals that no 

matter where children come from, they all have the powerful, 

shared need to be heard. He focuses on four key components 

of writing workshop, with an eye on what happens when 

teachers step back and allow students to drive the instruction. 

SHP3301 • $32.95

THE WRITE BEGINNING
Lisa Donohue • 9781760014711

The Write Beginning argues that when young writers use 

success criteria as a guide, they are able to develop a clear 

understanding of their targets and set realistic goals for 

themselves. The book illustrates how teachers can use the 

success criteria as a framework for providing descriptive 

feedback to students, as a way of guiding their learning and 

as a means of helping them to set goals. This comprehensive 

approach to teaching writing includes graphic organisers, 

sample rubrics, checklists and student samples for easy 

classroom implementation. 

PBP4711 • $32.95

CRAFT LESSONS, 2ND EDITION, K-8
Ralph Fletcher, Joann Portalupi • 9781760018030

Since its publication in 1998 Craft Lessons has become a 

mainstay of writing teachers, both new and experienced. 

Readers value the pithy, practical lessons—each printed 

on one page—and appreciate the instructional language 

geared to three grade-level groupings: K–2, 3–4, and 5–8. In 

the decade since Craft Lessons’ publication the world has 

changed in many ways, yet one thing has remained constant: 

teachers continue to feel starved for time.   

SHP8030 • $34.95

HOW DO I GET THEM TO WRITE
Karen Filewych • 9781760568474

This remarkable book shows teachers how to inspire 

students to learn to write and write to learn. Committed 

to the premise that all students can learn to write with 

appropriate teaching, modelling, and practice, it argues 

that reading and writing go hand in hand. Through 

reading, writing and the inevitable discussions that 

follow, students learn from the experiences of others, 

open their minds to many possibilities, gain a glimpse 

into new worlds, make connections to their lives, and reflect on their own 

choices and learning. 

PBP8474 • $32.95
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CAN WE SKIP LUNCH AND KEEP WRITING?, 
GRADES 3-8
Julie Ramsay • 9781760017965

“Can We Skip Lunch and Keep Writing?” shows teachers 

how to weave technology throughout the curriculum and 

get students so fired up about writing that they don’t want 

to stop when the class period ends. Readers will learn 

how to select appropriate digital tools, guide and involve 

students in the learning process, and differentiate instruction 

to meet individual needs. Through Julie’s inspiring stories 

and lessons, teachers in the intermediate and middle 

grades will discover how technology-assisted writing can foster innovation, 

global communication, and creative problem solving, developing responsible, 

productive digital citizens whose inherent love of learning will travel with them 

throughout their lifetimes.   

SHP7965 • $35.95

BOY WRITERS
Ralph Fletcher • 9781760017958

In Boy Writers: Reclaiming Their Voices Ralph Fletcher draws 

upon his years of experience as staff developer, children’s 

book author, and father of four boys. He also taps the insights 

from dozens of writing teachers around the US and abroad. 

Boy Writers asks teachers to imagine the writing classroom 

from a boy’s perspective, and consider specific steps we 

might take to create stimulating classrooms for boys.   

SHP7958 • $35.95

MAKING NONFICTION FROM SCRATCH
Ralph Fletcher • 9781760017729

Skilled nonfiction writers draw on strategies, techniques and 

craft found in other genres: poetry, comedy, even mystery. 

Without those elements, nonfiction would be dry and dull. In 

Making Nonfiction from Scratch, professional development 

and children’s book author Ralph Fletcher offers a candid 

critique of how nonfiction writing is often taught in schools 

and gives teachers the inspiration and strategies they need 

to help their students write authentic nonfiction. Ralph 

emphasises the power of choice, mentor texts and nonfiction 

read-alouds in making nonfiction an everyday part of classrooms.   

SHP7729 • $29.95

WORD NERDS
Brenda Overturf, Leslie Montgomery, Margot Smith • 

9781760016852

Word Nerds takes you inside classrooms in a high-poverty 

urban school and shows how two teachers implement 

creative, flexible vocabulary instruction that improves 

students’ word knowledge and confidence, enhances 

classroom community and increases achievement. With 

support from literacy specialist Brenda Overturf, Montgomery 

and Smith have developed a five-part plan that teaches all 

students to learn and love vocabulary. This easy-to-read 

reference explains how to plan, teach and assess based on the latest research in 

vocabulary instruction and learning. 

SHP6852 • $34.95

A PLACE FOR WONDER
Georgia Heard, Jennifer McDonough • 9781760017828

In A Place for Wonder, Georgia Heard and Jennifer McDonough 

discuss how to create “a landscape of wonder”, a primary 

classroom where curiosity, creativity and exploration are 

encouraged. For it is these characteristics, the authors write, 

that develop intelligent, inquiring, life-long learners. With 

these goals in mind, Georgia and Jennifer provide teachers 

with numerous, practical ways they can create a classroom 

environment where students’ questions and observations are 

part of daily work. They also present a step-by-step guide to 

planning a non-fiction reading and writing unit of study.

SHP7828 • $35.95

NONFICTION WRITING POWER
Adrienne Gear • 9781760016364

Nonfiction writing is writing for the real world. It is an 

essential skill required not only during students’ school lives 

but also in their lives outside of school - going far beyond 

the traditional descriptive reports about animals to include 

the tweets, texts and blogs they compose. The majority 

of our daily reading and writing experience is made up of 

nonfiction, and students are writing in this form long before 

they are taught how to do it in the classroom.    

PBP6364 • $34.95

MENTOR TEXTS, SECOND EDITION: Teaching 
Writing Through Children’s Literature, K-6
Lynne Dorfman, Rose Cappelli • 9781760563950

It’s been a decade since Lynne Dorfman and Rose Cappelli 

wrote the first edition of Mentor Texts and helped teachers 

across the country make the most of high-quality children’s 

literature in their writing instruction. In the second edition of 

this important book Lynne and Rose show teachers how to 

help students become confident, accomplished writers by 

using literature as their foundation. 

SHP3950 • $39.95

WRITING POWER
Adrienne Gear • 9781760019976

Writing Power is a practical and thoughtful resource that 

shows teachers how to encourage student writers to consider 

the reader’s thinking as they write. Writing Power will guide 

teachers through a series of lessons focusing on each of the 

strategies, with suggested anchor books for each lesson. The 

fundamentals of The Writing Process and the Six Traits are 

integrated in this unique examination of how developing an 

awareness of the readers’ thinking can influence and affect 

a student’s ability to write. This comprehensive resource comes complete with 

scripted sequential lessons, samples of student work, blackline masters, and 

assessment rubrics. 

PBP9976 • $29.95

THE WRITE GENRE
Lori Jamison Rog, Paul Kropp • 9781760566760

In The Write Genre, teachers will find hands-on activities 

that focus on all stages of the writing process, with teacher-

directed assignments and opportunities for student-selected 

writing lessons that emphasise writing to learn. Organised 

around six writing genres, this practical book offers more 

than fifty mini-lessons to develop specific skills that can 

help students write effective fiction and nonfiction. This 

comprehensive handbook includes chapters that review the 

writing process and writing workshop, and feature rubrics for instruction and 

assessment. 

PBP6760 • $32.95

CLOSE WRITING: Developing Purposeful Writers in 
Grades 2-6
Paula Bourque • 9781760562786

During her work in classrooms, literacy coach Paula Bourque 

noticed that students who read their own writing closely are 

engaged in their work, write fluently, are able to produce 

lengthy drafts and incorporate teaching points from mini-

lessons into the day’s writing. In this comprehensive book, 

Paula shows you that no matter what structures or lessons 

you use in your writing classroom, the strategies in Close 

Writing will help you make these better by creating student 

writers who are more aware of what effective writing looks like, who care about 

what they write and who take ownership and responsibility for their growth as 

writers. 

SHP2786 • $39.95

WHAT’S NEXT FOR THIS BEGINNING WRITER? 
REVISED EDITION
Janine Reid, Betty Schultze, Ulla Petersen • 9781760563011

What’s Next for This Beginning Writer? discusses the 

relationship of reading and writing, and the importance of oral 

language in building strong writers. Based on the work of real 

F-2 students, it shows teachers how to interpret student work, 

identify what they know and build naturally on the writing 

strengths their work displays. A series of Writing Workshop 

lessons form the core of this important book. Using a student 

sample, teachers learn how they might talk with students to celebrate their work, 

extend their learning and set goals for their next piece of writing. 

PBP3011 • $29.95

READERS WRITING
Elizabeth Hale • 9781760562793

Readers Writing offers 91 practical lessons that show teachers 

how students of all ability levels can use reader’s notebooks 

to think critically, on their own, one step at a time. Each of 

the lessons uses a fiction or nonfiction book to address a 

comprehension strategy by showing students one specific 

way they can write about their thinking. Each lesson also 

provides an example of how to model the strategy. Each 

lesson follows a similar format and include time for students 

to actively process what they learn by talking about and trying out the strategy in 

their reader’s notebooks. 

SHP2793 • $32.95
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TOOLS FOR TEACHING ACADEMIC 
VOCABULARY
Janet Allen • 9781760016388

Tools for Teaching Academic Vocabulary centres on four 

components of effective vocabulary instruction - providing 

rich and varied language experiences, teaching individual 

words, teaching word-learning strategies and fostering word 

consciousness - and provides tools to develop effective 

instruction for each component. Janet offers advice on 

teaching vocabulary across the curriculum, exploring how 

best to teach general academic vocabulary, discipline-

specific vocabulary, topic-specific vocabulary and passage-critical vocabulary.   

SHP6388 • $25.95

MARVELOUS MINILESSONS FOR TEACHING 
NONFICTION WRITING, K-3
Lori Jamison Rog • 9781760017743

If students are going to be able to use writing to learn, 

they must have opportunities for learning to write. This 

rich assortment of engaging mini-lessons guides teachers 

through effective strategies and activities that focus on 

writing informational, persuasive and procedural text. 

Designed for easy use by busy teachers, a major premise 

of this practical book is that students assume responsibility 

for their writing. 

PBP7743 • $29.95

INSIDE WORDS, GRADES 4-12
Janet Allen • 9781760016401

In Inside Words, Janet Allen merges recent research and 

key content-area teaching strategies to show teachers 

how to help students understand the academic vocabulary 

found in textbooks, tests, articles and other informational 

texts. The instructional tools in the book are presented 

alphabetically and offer support in these key areas: building 

background knowledge; teaching words that are critical 

to comprehension; providing guidance during reading and 

writing; developing a conceptual framework; and assessing 

students’ understanding of words and concepts.   

SHP6401 • $45.95

WORDS, WORDS, WORDS, GRADES 4-12
Janet Allen • 9781760016449

Words, Words, Words describes the research that changed 

the many teachers teach vocabulary. It offers educators 

practical, research-based solutions for helping students fall 

into new language, learn new words and begin to use those 

words in their speaking and writing lives. Words, Words, 

Words provides educators with a strong research base, 

detailed classroom-based lessons and graphic organisers to 

support the strategy lessons.   

SHP6449 • $32.95

WHEN WRITING WITH TECHNOLOGY MATTERS
Carol Bedard, Charles Fuhrken • 9781760016692

When Writing with Technology Matters provides teachers 

with theory that supports the need for technology in 

classrooms and strategies on how to integrate technology 

into the English curriculum. This timely book addresses 

twenty-first century themes and targets current educational 

foci. This book demonstrates how to take advantage of the 

digital generation’s affinity for technology in order to change 

and improve the writing process, empowering students to 

become better, more nuanced readers, writers and thinkers 

who are well prepared for the challenges of a digital world.   

SHP6692 • $34.95

EVERYDAY EDITING
Jeff Anderson • 9781760016470

Editing is often seen as one item on a list of steps in the 

writing process - usually put somewhere near the end, 

and often completely crowded out of writer’s workshop. In 

Everyday Editing, Jeff Anderson asks teachers to reflect on 

what sort of message this approach sends to students. Does 

it tell them that editing and revision are meaningful parts of 

the writing process, or just a hunt for errors with a 50/50 

chance of getting it right? The author invites students to 

look carefully at their writing along with mentor texts and to 

think about how punctuation, grammar and style can be best used to hone and 

communicate meaning.    

SHP6470 • $35.95

MECHANICALLY INCLINED
Jeff Anderson • 9781760016463

Some teachers love grammar and some hate it, but nearly 

all struggle to find ways of making the mechanics of English 

meaningful to kids. Mechanically Inclined is the culmination 

of years of experimentation that merges the best of writer’s 

workshop elements with relevant theory about how and 

why skills should be taught. Comprising an overview of the 

research-based context for grammar instruction, a series of 

over 30 detailed lessons and an appendix of helpful forms 

and instructional tools, Mechanically Inclined is a boon to 

teachers regardless of their level of grammar-phobia.    

SHP6463 • $39.95

VOCABULARIANS
Brenda Overturf • 9781760016531

Vocabularians is for any educator who wants to help young 

adolescents increase knowledge and competency with 

word study while bringing interest, motivation and even joy 

to their learning. Brenda takes teachers and administrators 

inside three middle-level schools where educators are 

integrating vocabulary instruction across the curriculum. 

Brenda builds on her work with Margot Holmes Smith 

and Leslie Montgomery and offers an easy-to-implement, 

customised-to-middle-school resource that will improve 

instruction and assessment.   

SHP6531 • $39.95

10 THINGS EVERY WRITER NEEDS TO KNOW
Jeff Anderson • 9781760017415

In 10 Things Every Writer Need to Know, Jeff Anderson 

focuses on developing concepts and application of 10 

essential aspects of good writing - motion, models, focus, 

detail, form, frames, cohesion, energy, words and clutter. 

By analysing strong mentor texts, young writers learn what 

is possible and experiment with the strategies professional 

writers use. Students explore, discover and apply what 

makes good writing work. 10 Things Every Writer Needs to 

Know keeps teachers on track - encouraging, discovering, 

inspiring, reminding and improving writing through conversation, inquiry and the 

support of good writing behaviours.   

SHP7415 • $39.95

WORTH WRITING ABOUT
Jake Wizner • 9781760016555

‘Who am I?’ In Worth Writing About: Exploring Memoir 

with Adolescents, Wizner addresses how searching for the 

answer to this question leads his students to reflection, 

to reading and to deeper, more meaningful writing. Worth 

Writing About addresses the most common challenges 

teachers face when teaching memoir writing: How do 

you help students who say that nothing interesting has 

happened in their lives? How do you help students balance 

what is meaningful with what is too personal to share?.   

SHP6555 • $35.95

TEACHING ADOLESCENT WRITERS
Kelly Gallagher • 9781760016821

In Teaching Adolescent Writers, Kelly Gallagher, author of 

Reading Reasons and Deeper Reading, shows to how to 

teach students to write effectively. Built around six ‘Pillars 

of Writing Success’, the book offers a number of classroom-

tested strategies that enable teachers to understand the 

importance of teaching writing, motivate young writers, 

model effective writing using both the teacher’s own 

compositions and real-world text, provide choice within a 

rigorous curriculum, help students recognise the importance 

of purpose and audience, and assess essays in ways that drive better writing 

performance.   

SHP6821 • $39.95

WRITE LIKE THIS
Kelly Gallagher • 9781760016814

In Write Like This, Gallagher emphasises real-world writing 

purposes, the kind of writing he wants his students to 

be doing twenty years from now. Each chapter focuses 

on a specific discourse: express and reflect, inform and 

explain, evaluate and judge, inquire and explore, analyse 

and interpret and take a stand/propose a solution. In 

teaching these lessons, Kelly provides mentor texts, student 

writing samples and numerous assignments and strategies 

proven to elevate student writing. By helping teachers bring 

effective modelling practices into their classrooms, Write Like This enables 

students to become better adolescent writers.   

SHP6814 • $39.95
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CURRICULUM

SHARING THE BLUE CRAYON: How to Integrate 
Social, Emotional, and Literacy Learning
Mary Anne Buckley • 9781760564186

Social and emotional learning is at the heart of good 

teaching, but as standards and testing requirements 

consume classroom time and divert teachers’ focus, these 

critical skills often get sidelined. In Sharing the Blue Crayon, 

Mary Anne Buckley shows teachers how to incorporate 

social and emotional learning into a busy day and then 

extend these skills to literacy lessons for young children. 

SHP4186 • $29.95

CAUGHT IN THE MIDDLE: Reading and Writing in 
the Transition Years
David Booth • 9781760562960

The literacy experiences and challenges that students face in 

Years 6-9 can be frustrating for both teachers and students. 

Caught in the Middle offers teachers a richly textured picture 

of the world of middle year students. It describes who middle 

students are, why fostering their voice is important, and 

how to create a classroom community of literacy partners, 

Technology, reading, writing, research, the arts, citizen 

involvement and assessment are some of the topics addressed. This practical 

book puts current teaching approaches into context and reflects the needs of 

the digital age. 

PBP2960 • $29.95

BACK TO LEARNING
Les Parsons • 9781760563080

Based on the most up-to-date research, Back to Learning 

explores the best ways to teach and to learn. This timely book 

presents straightforward analysis and practical guidance on 

confronting bullying, taming the digital universe and changing 

the troublesome trend in students’ entitled attitudes toward 

learning and marks. It introduces three simple principles 

teachers can use to prioitise their approach to any teaching 

task. Teachers will discover that it’s entirely feasible to 

progress from necessary tasks in a never-ending day to exciting open-ended 

possibilities. This valuable resource will allow them to contemplate what, at first, 

seems impossible in our current educational climate and to make it possible. 

PBP3080 • $29.95

SMALL STEPS, BIG CHANGES
Chris Confer, Marco Ramirez • 9781760562748

During the past two decades, Chris Confer and Marco 

Ramirez have worked to deepen and improve mathematics 

instruction at schools around the country. Wherever they go, 

they find the raw ingredients for success already present: 

“The potential for positive change lies within each school. 

Abundance is present in the form of capable children, 

teachers, coaches, and principals. Potential energy - what 

can be - transforms into kinetic energy - what will be - only 

when a force is accurately applied to move a school in the right direction”. 

SHP2748 • $32.95

REACHING & TEACHING THEM ALL:
Amanda Yuill • 9781760568511

This remarkable book shows you how to connect with 

students, get to know what makes them tick, and what 

makes them behave and learn the way they do (or 

don’t). The conversational style is supported by well-

researched information on students with challenges and 

those students who challenge a teacher. This practical 

book shows you how to use body language, humor, 

shared experiences, and curriculum to engage students, 

manage the classroom, and support learning. A comprehensive approach 

to improving the learning environment in your classroom, the book is full of 

fresh strategies for connecting with students and offers valuable insights 

into applying these strategies in classrooms, with groups, and one-on-one. 

PBP8511 • $32.95

WHAT IS A “GOOD” TEACHER 
David Booth, Richard Coles • 9781760568528

Based on the experience of real teachers who make a 

difference, this book offers valuable insights on being 

the best teacher you can be for your students. Grounded 

in the latest research, you will find real-life examples 

of professional excellence in practice. Beginning with 

developing your teacher identity and getting to know 

your students, the book goes on to show you how to 

implement effective strategies and techniques in your 

classroom and gain a better understanding of how effective schools work. 

35 compelling characteristics of “good” teachers offer inspiration and 

guidance along with tangible way to continue to grow and develop into your 

own best teacher. 

PBP8528 • $32.95

59 REASONS TO WRITE
Kate Messner • 9781760016838

Only by engaging in the real work of writing can teachers 

become part of the writing community they dream of creating 

for their students. Kate Messner’s new book, 59 Reasons to 

Write, shows teachers and librarians who teach writing how 

to be stronger role models for their students. Throughout the 

book she offers mini-lessons, writing prompts and bursts of 

inspiration designed to get you writing every day, whether on 

your own or as part of a group.    

SHP6838 • $39.95

INTERACTIVE WRITING ACROSS GRADES, 
PREK-5
Kate Roth, Joan Dabrowski • 9781742399188

The authors help you figure out where and how interactive 

writing fits within your literacy framework, regardless of the 

grade you teach. In these pages, you’ll find an overview 

of the interactive writing method and how it fits into 

your balanced literacy program, concrete ways to launch 

interactive writing in your classroom to support both 

process and craft instruction, step-by-step guidance to 

implement the method with students of all ages, and real 

classroom writing that shows what to expect at each phase of the process.   

SHP9188 • $39.95

BEYOND THE FIVE-PARAGRAPH ESSAY
Kimberly Campbell, Kristi Latimer • 9781760017453

Love it or hate it, the five-paragraph essay is perhaps the 

most frequently taught form of writing in classrooms of 

yesterday and today. But have you ever actually seen a 

five-paragraph essay outside of school walls? Kimberly Hill 

Campbell and Kristi Latimer reviewed the research on the 

effectiveness of the form as a teaching tool and discovered 

that the research does not support the five-paragraph 

formula.  

SHP7453 • $34.95

THE WRITE VOICE
Lisa Donohue • 9781760563028

The Write Voice is a comprehensive approach to teaching 

writing that deals not only with style, but also with strategies 

for finding inspiration and tools that young writers can use to 

write well. The book is organised around seven strategies, with 

appropriate prompts, that encourage students to recognise 

and seek inspiration. The book argues for routines that 

involve students in finding the voice in the writing of other and 

recognising the power of the written word. 

PBP3028 • $29.95
SPELLING K-8
Diane Snowball, Faye Bolton • 9781760016050

Recognising the professional expertise of classroom 

teachers, the authors consistently urge teachers to consider 

the suggested plan in relation to their children’s spelling 

needs. Children are actively engaged in spelling explorations, 

being guided by their teachers, forming generalisations that 

reflect their current understanding about how written English 

works. Specific suggestions are also offered for children 

whose first language is not English.    

SHP6050 • $39.95

CELEBRATING WRITERS
Ruth Ayres, Christi Overman • 9781760017996

In their innovative new book, Celebrating Writers, Ruth Ayres 

and Christi Overman discuss dozens of ways to respond, 

reflect, and rejoice along the journey to a finished project. 

This type of celebration nurtures students, makes them better 

writers, and helps them recognize that writing is a process 

filled with notable moments, not simply a result where 

publication is the only marker of success.  

SHP7996 • $29.95
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THE DIGITAL PRINCIPAL
Janette Hughes, Anne Burke • 9781760016340

Although educational leaders do not have to be digital 

experts, The Digital Principal argues that they play and 

important role in creating and supporting professional 

learning communities that embrace technological innovation 

and promote systemic change. They are also instrumental in 

developing policies and creating a school technology plan 

hat involves and supports teachers as they explore the use 

of key digital tools. This timely book establishes a framework 

for integrating technology into instruction and learning.   

PBP6340 • $34.95

READY, SET, LEARN
Brenda Dzaldov • 9781760016272

Some students come to school with the skills and habits 

they need for learning. But for the vast majority of students, 

the skills and work habits that are crucial for successful 

learning are not in place when they arrive at the school door. 

Ready, Set, Learn focuses on the importance of encouraging 

students to set their own personal learning goals and 

persevere to achieve them. It shows teachers how every 

lesson can be an opportunity for students to develop the 

skills and strategies they need in order to learn.    

PBP6272 • $34.95

LET’S TALK
Mark Overmeyer • 9781760018153

Let’s Talk is packed with real classroom examples and stories 

to help educators make conferences more manageable and 

meaningful. Organized by types of conferences, Let’s Talk 

distinguishes between teacher-student talk--which covers 

one-on-one, small-group, and whole-class conferences--and 

student-student talk—which includes one-on-one and group 

peer conferences. In addition to addressing the challenges and 

needs of teachers, coaches, principals, and staff developers in 

the elementary and middle level grades.  

SHP8153 • $27.95

DIFFERENTIATION, GRADES 6-12
Rick Wormeli • 9781760018054

In this refreshing addition to differentiated learning literature, 

Rick Wormeli takes readers step-by-step from the blank 

page to a fully crafted differentiation lesson. Along the way 

he shows middle and high school teachers and behind-

the-scenes planning that goes into effective lesson design 

for diverse classrooms. Rick demonstrates how to weave 

common and novel differentiation strategies into all subjects 

and offers clear advice about what to do when things don’t 

go as expected.   

SHP8054 • $38.95

RELATIONSHIPS MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
Pat Trottier • 9781760563035

Discovering what students are capable of and how they 

feel about things is the first step in nurturing learning. 

Helping them develop their social-emotional skills sets the 

scene for academic growth and achievement. Relationships 

Make the Difference provides the scaffolding that teachers 

need to establish strong relationships with their students. 

Relationships Make the Difference offers effective tools and 

strategies for getting to know students better and opening 

emotional doors for them. 

PBP3035 • $29.95

THE BULLY-GO-ROUND
Larry Swartz • 9781760563073

The Bully-Go-Round shows teachers and students 

powerful and positive ways to connect, react and 

respond to stories and information that lead to a 

better understanding of the issues around bullying. 

The book illustrates the complexity of the bullying 

cycle and explores the role of those involved: the 

bully, the bullied and the bystander. More than 35 

activities offer interesting ways to respond through talk, in writing, in art and in 

role to challenging bullying issues. From bullying in the digital world and bullying 

statistics to responding in writing and exploring anti-bullying in all media, the book 

offers innovative ways that teachers can support students toward confronting and 

stopping the cycle of bullying. 

PBP3073 • $15.95

TEACHING WITH HUMOR, COMPASSION, AND 
CONVICTION
Heather Hollis • 9781760563042

Teaching with Humor, Compassion, and Conviction argues 

that fun, caring and passion are the key to a shame-free, 

healthy classroom that nurtures students in mind, body and 

spirit. Teaching is serious business, but this remarkable book 

demonstrates that serious learning can happen in classrooms 

that encourage kids to learn with joy and laughter. A wealth 

of simple strategies and activities throughout the book help 

teachers build communities that promote strong literacy 

skills and create mindful classrooms where students are free to speak with 

compassion, write with conviction and read with joy. 

PBP3042 • $29.95

SURVIVING AND THRIVING
Maria Carty • 9781760563059

Classroom organisation and management are 

essential elements of strong teaching and meaningful 

learning. A thoughtfully organised classroom 

with effective and well-established routines and 

procedures helps to create an environment that 

promotes and encourages learning. This handy book 

helps teachers envision such a classroom. Surviving 

and Thriving provides practical tips that teachers can put into action before, 

during and after the learning: What routines and procedures do teachers need to 

consider before students arrive in the classroom each year and each day? 

PBP3059 • $15.95

POWER UP
Diana Neebe, Jen Roberts • 9781760016562

In this inspiring and practical book, Diana Neebe and Jen 

Roberts draw on research and their extensive experience 

working with teachers across subject areas and year levels 

to share the keys to success when teaching with a computer 

or tablet for every student. This is the book secondary 

teachers need to understand the changes in pedagogy, 

planning, classroom organisation, time management and 

collaboration that will help them be successful in a 1:1 

environment.   

SHP6562 • $39.95

ACADEMIC CONVERSATIONS
Jeff Zwiers, Marie Crawford • 9781760016760

Academic conversations are back-and-forth dialogues in 

which students focus on a topic and explore it by building, 

challenging and negotiating relevant ideas. Unfortunately, 

academic conversations are rare in many classrooms. Talk 

is often dominated by the teacher and a few students, 

or it does not advance beyond short responses to the 

teacher’s questions. To address these challenges, Zwiers 

and Crawford have identified five core communication skills 

to help students hold productive academic conversations 

across content areas.

SHP6760 • $39.95

STUDENTS AT RISK, 2ND EDITION
Cheryll Duquette • 9781760017705

Students at Risk shows teachers how to deal with the 

different academic strengths and needs, learning styles, 

intelligences, interests and cultural backgrounds of all 

students in their classroom. This expanded and updated 

revision is a practical guide for working with all students 

in a typical classroom. New material includes a thorough 

explanation of Differentiated Instruction, along with a step-

by-step guide based on the real experience of teachers. New 

insights into achieving positive relationships with parents and 

facilitating transitions for students with exceptionalities are provided.

PBP7705 • $29.95

THE FEEDBACK-FRIENDLY CLASSROOM
Deborah McCallum • 9781760017736

Learning is inherently social, built on the daily interactions in 

the classroom. What if feedback could be seen as essential, 

not merely as part of student assessment, but as an ongoing 

process that defines the learning environment? This ground-

breaking book explores how feedback can help students 

become better learners, examines the crucial use of verbal 

and nonverbal language to engage and guide students and 

offers strategies and activities to establish and promote 

effective feedback within the classroom and beyond.   

PBP7736 • $29.95
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P.L.A.N. FOR BETTER LEARNING
Kevin Bird, Kirk Savage • 9781760017767

The framework of four basic and proven steps can be used 

at any level, for any subject and for learning applications from 

lessons to unit plans. Combining the best research on how we 

learn with practical lessons exemplars, the P.L.A.N. process 

encourages and supports goal setting, student engagement 

and transformational learning. Developed through use of 

well-established approaches to literacy, P.L.A.N. shows how 

brain-based ideas of learning can be applied to any learning 

process.   

PBP7767 • $29.95

MOMENT TO MOMENT
Joey Mandel • 9781760017668

This insightful resource is based on the premise that some 

children need extra help and patience in developing social 

skills, and suggest effective ways to assist students in 

developing these important skills - ranging from the ability to 

adapt to social environments. This book empowers teachers 

to help children develop a stronger sense of character and 

self, to deepen the emotional well-being of the class and 

equip students with the skills they need to deal with the 

emotional challenges they meet in school and beyond.   

PBP7668 • $29.95

CREATING CARING CLASSROOMS
Kathleen Lundy, Larry Swartz • 9781760017606

Through active, engaging, relevant, imaginative and open-ended 

activities students will be encouraged to explore events, ideas, 

themes, texts, stories and relationships from different perspectives 

and then represent those new understandings in innovative and 

creative ways. Ideal for new and experienced teachers, this timely 

book explores simple but profound strategies for initiating and 

maintaining respectful dialogue, promoting collaboration over 

competition and confronting difficult issues such as bullying and 

exclusion.   

PBP7606 • $29.95

Q TASKS, 2ND EDITION
Carol Kochlin, Sandi Zwaan • 9781760016319

In this new, totally revised edition, Q Tasks addresses 

how teachers can use the power of technology to promote 

collaboration among students. Questioning is a skill that needs 

to be nurtured. The flexible exercises in this practical book offer 

a smorgasbord of choices for teachers to use to help students 

formulate good question in an information-rich environment. 

It puts students at the centre of their own learning as they 

formulate questions that are meaningful to them.

PBP6319 • $34.95

ASKING BETTER QUESTIONS, 3RD EDITION
Carole Miller, Linda Laidlaw, Joanne O’Mara, Juliana Saxton • 

9781760568320

How do we help students make sense of our increasingly 

complex and digital world? The third edition of this classic 

text investigates how teachers can empower students with 

the skills they need to ask critical and reflective questions 

about the overwhelming information that surrounds them. It 

offers opportunities for challenging all students to assume 

a deeper ownership of their learning, ask questions that 

are important to them, and consider answers as steps in an 

exploration of what matters. 

PBP8320 • $34.95

ATTENTION-GRABBING TOOLS
Jane Baskwill • 9781760017583

Communication between school and home is often one-

sided and remains a struggle for many teachers. This 

remarkable book is designed to help teachers find new 

ways to attract parents’ attention and involve parents in 

their children’s learning. Aimed at the busy teacher, the book 

offers easy-to-implement ideas for efficient communicating 

in the digital age, with suggestions for websites and blogs, 

Facebook and Twitter, online surveys and virtual pinboards, 

and much more.   

PBP7583 • $29.95

CLASSROOM ROUTINES FOR REAL LEARNING
Jennifer Harper, Kathryn O’Brien • 9781760016289

Classroom Routines for Learning addresses the modern 

emphasis on differentiation that requires teachers to be 

more flexible and in tune with the individual needs of 

their students. Well-structured routines can increase active 

student engagement, promote individual accountability, and 

establish a positive classroom climate that reflects student 

recognition of their role in how a classroom runs. The 

practical ideas in this book show teachers how to establish 

task expectations that can be completed with little or no 

teacher guidance.   

PBP6289 • $34.95

STOP THE STRESS IN SCHOOLS
Joey Mandel • 9781760016302

Stop the Stress in Schools introduces mental health 

strategies that lead to a pro-social classroom environment 

that supports student well-being, security, kindness, 

motivation and ability to learn effectively. It argues that 

conflict does not involve large isolated incidents but small 

daily frustrations that can lead to a dysfunctional classroom 

climate. The book provides teachers with explicit ways to 

build healthy relationships and tools for handling problems 

every day to create classrooms where positive, supportive 

interactions replace negative ones.    

PBP6302 • $34.95

GOOD THINKING
Erik Palmer • 9781742398983

Erik Palmer shows teachers of all subject matters how to 

transform the activities they already use into openings for 

improving student thinking. Palmer reveals how all students, 

not just those in advanced classes, can begin developing 

sophisticated reasoning skills that will improve their oral and 

written communications. Blending theory with practice, he 

shares a wide range of classroom-tested lessons, including 

ways to understand argument in paintings and images, 

address ad hominem attacks using a travelling debate, create 

a class comedy club, write syllogisms, analyse character and plot development, 

and teach logic through a class Booger Patrol.   

SHP8983 • $32.95

FAIR ISN’T ALWAYS EQUAL
Rick Wormeli • 9781760017422

Being sensitive to students’ varied readiness levels and 

learning styles while teaching in a high stakes, standardised-

testing world is challenging. What’s fair and leads to real 

student learning? Rick Wormeli’s new book, Fair Isn’t Always 

Equal, answers that question and much more. He offers the 

latest research and common sense thinking that teachers 

and administrators seek when it comes to assessment and 

grading in differentiated classes.    

SHP7422 • $38.95

IN THE BEST INTEREST OF STUDENTS
Kelly Gallagher • 9781760018122

What is in the best interest of our students? Is it teaching to 

the newest standards movement, like the Common Core? 

Teaching that prepares students to take a test? Or is it 

something more meaningful and authentic? In his new book, 

In the Best Interest of Students, Kelly Gallagher notes that 

there are real strengths in the Common Core standards, and 

there are significant weaknesses as well. He takes the long 

view, reminding us that standards come and go but what 

remains constant is the need to stay true to what we know works in the teaching 

of reading, writing, speaking and listening. Instead of blindly adhering to the latest 

standards movement.  

SHP8122 • $35.95

‘WHY WON’T YOU JUST TELL US THE 
ANSWER?’’, GRADES 7-12
Bruce Lesh • 9781760017811

Over the last fifteen years, Bruce has refined a method of 

teaching history that mirrors the process used by historians, 

where students are taught to ask questions of evidence 

and develop historical explanations. And now in his new 

book “Why Won’t You Just Tell Us the Answer?” he shows 

teachers how to successfully implement his methods in 

the classroom. Each chapter focuses on a key concept in 

understanding history and then offers a sample unit on how 

the concept can be taught.    

SHP7811 • $35.95
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STUDENT-DRIVEN LEARNING
Jennifer Harper, Kathryn O’Brien • 9781760017699

Student-Driven Learning recognises that children learn by 

immersing themselves in their experiences. Once they truly 

understand a concept, they can link it to other experiences 

and feel a sense of empowerment over their learning, their 

knowledge and what comes next. But how do we make this 

possible with 30 students with different needs, learning styles 

and backgrounds, all in one small room with one teacher in the 

class? This practical book argues that the answer isn’t about 

rewriting the curriculum or writing individualised lessons and 

tasks for each student. The answer is to introduce opportunities for students to learn 

their own way, to take initiative and to experience, wonder and create. 

PBP7699 • $29.95

GET GRAPHIC! 
Mark Thurman, Emily Hearn • 9781760017804

Get Graphic! Introduces the power of a storyboard in stages 

of the creative process - from brainstorming ideas to using 

thumbnail sketches to develop revise and finalise stories. 

Step-by-step instructions lead students to generate action-

filled pages and streamlined plots for their own unique and 

personalised stories and books. Simple suggestions for 

planning drawings and using collage to illustrate students’ 

original stories are part of the active process described. 

Designed for easy and immediate classroom use, glossaries 

of visual terms and illustration ideas, a list of recommended children’s books with 

strong visual images and ready-to-copy storyboards complement this remarkable 

resource. 

PBP7804 • $29.95

LEARNING IN SAFE SCHOOLS, 2ND EDITION
Faye Brownlie, Judith King • 9781760017644

Learning in Safe School, 2nd Ed. offers the tools teachers 

need for building inclusive school. Committed to teaching 

so all students can learn, the book offers ideas for planning 

and adapting curriculum for a wide range of students. It 

also encourages strategies that build collaborative learning 

with examples of effective approaches to problem-solving. 

This updated resource includes current examples of fully 

inclusive primary, intermediate and secondary classrooms.    

PBP7644 • $29.95

CONQUERING THE CROWDED CURRICULUM
Kathleen Lundy • 9781760017774

Conquering the Crowded Curriculum encourages teachers 

to weave an authentic teaching tapestry where content 

knowledge, strategies and understanding are drawn from 

one subject discipline and used to enrich and apply to 

others. This remarkable book discusses each component 

and identifies its role in contributing to the potential for 

student success. Suggested inquiry projects illustrate how 

teachers can skilfully integrate curriculum areas, encourage 

students to see different perspectives, think critically and 

imaginatively about ideas and work with new material.

PBP7774 • $29.95

SUBSTITUTE TEACHING? 
Amanda Yuill • 9781742398877

This survival guide for substitute teachers presents strategies 

that can help you get students on your side and make 

classroom management easier for the whole day and 

beyond. This handy resource includes tips for teaching and 

descriptions of students at each year level; full day plans with 

thematic lessons and reproducible pages for all year levels; 

lesson plans for different subject areas; and guidelines for 

dealing with classroom routines such as attendance, recess 

and dismissing students. 

PBP8877 • $29.95

STUDENT DIVERSITY, 2ND EDITION
Faye Brownie, Catherine Feniak, Leyton Schnellert • 9781760017682

This practical handbook shows teachers how to use collaboration, 

assessment and strategic teaching to meet the needs of all students 

- from EAL/D learners and children with disabilities to students with 

different learning styles. From relationship-building activities to ways 

to meet specific curriculum expectations, teachers will discover 

practical strategies and organisational frameworks that will help 

them reach all students. This updated version has been expanded to 

include major sections on narrative and personal writing as well as 

specific strategies that deal with using assessment to plan lessons.

PBP7682 • $29.95

BULLIED TEACHER
Les Parsons • 9781760017590

Students aren’t the only ones bullying in schools. Teachers, 

principals and parents bully too. Together they create a 

bullying culture that strikes at the heart of effective learning 

and teaching. To eradicate bullying, the school community 

must first acknowledge its existence in all forms. This timely 

book explores the background and issues related not just to 

student-on-student bullying but to all forms of bullying found 

in too many schools.

PBP7590 • $25.95

3-MINUTE MOTIVATORS, REVISED AND 
EXPANDED EDITION
Kathy Paterson • 9781760016333

This jam-packed new edition of 3-Minute Motivators 

explores novel ways teachers can recognise and respond 

to the daily needs of their students. It provides simple 

activities to engage students to help them refocus, and to 

bring a ‘hit of fun’ into their school day. Organised around 

common classroom challenges, this remarkable resource will 

inspire teachers and students alike with practical strategies 

that develop important life skills to help defuse negative 

situations, encourage classroom participation and instil the joy of learning. Ideal 

for new or experienced teachers, 3-Minute Motivators will make teaching easier 

and get students more involved, motivated, self-aware and focused on learning.   

PBP6333 • $34.95

BLACK ANTS AND BUDDHISTS
Mary Cowhey • 9781760017873

Woven through the book is Mary’s unflinching and humorous 

account of her own roots in a struggling large Irish Catholic 

family and her early career as a community activist. Mary’s 

teaching is infused with lessons of her heroes: Gandhi, 

Eleanor Roosevelt, Helen Keller, Martin Luther King, and 

others. Her students learn to make connections between 

their lives, the books they read, the community leaders they 

meet, and the larger world. 

SHP7873 • $35.95

LET’S FIND OUT!
Susan Kempton • 9781760018146

In her new book, Let’s Find Out!, kindergarten teacher Susan 

Kempton talks about the importance of helping children 

build the content knowledge that is critical to educational 

success. She shows how she capitalizes on children’s natural 

curiosity and uses various tools—literature (particularly 

nonfiction), visuals, living and nonliving artifacts, drawing, 

song, movement, dramatization—to develop language, 

concepts, and basic literacy skills. As their foundation 

becomes richer, children’s talk, writing, and options for reading expand and 

flourish. As you incorporate Sue’s strategies into your own classroom, you will 

see your students become more confident, accomplished learners with improved 

language and literacy skills across content areas. 

SHP8146 • $43.95

TEACHING WITH INTENTION
Debbie Miller • 9781760015145

In Teaching with Intention, Debbie shares her process 

of defining beliefs, aligning practice and taking action 

to ensure that children are the true beneficiaries of her 

teaching. Teaching with Intention brings us into classrooms 

of teachers and children she has met in her work as a literacy 

consultant. From setting up the classroom environment 

to the intentional use of language, from comprehension 

instructions to lesson design, Debbie encourages teachers 

to develop their own belief statements concerning teaching 

and learning, and includes key questions to guide them in this important process. 

SHP5145 • $32.95

COMMON CORE STANDARDS IN DIVERSE 
CLASSROOMS
Jeff Zwiers, Susan O’Hara, Robert Pritchard • 9781760018023

This book describes seven research-based teaching 

practices for developing complex language and literacy 

skills across grade levels and disciplines: using complex 

texts, fortifying complex output, fostering academic 

interaction, clarifying complex language, modeling, guiding, 

and designing instruction. Most important, you will find clear 

descriptions and examples of how these essential practices 

can and should be woven together in real lessons. 

SHP8023 • $38.95
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PG CODE TITLE PRICE QTY

13 SHP7415 10 Things Every Writer Needs to Know $39.95 

9 PBP6685 100 Minutes $34.95 

17 PBP6333
3-Minute Motivators, Revised and 

Expanded Edition
$34.95 

14 SHP6838 59 Reasons to Write $39.95 

5, 

12
SHP7828

A Place for Wonder: Reading and Writing 

Nonfi ction in the Primary Years
$35.95 

15 SHP6760 Academic Conversations $39.95 

5 SHP4155 Accessible Algebra, Grades 7-10 $39.95 

9 SHP6739 Adventures in Graphica, 2-6 $39.95 

10 SHP7835
Apprenticeship in Literacy, Second Edition, 

F-4
$39.95 

16 PBP8320 Asking Better Questions, 3rd Edition $34.95 

5 SHP6791 Assessment in Perspective $34.95 

16 PBP7583
Attention-Grabbing Tools for Involving 

Parents in Their Children's Learning
$29.95 

14 PBP3080 Back to Learning $29.95 

7 PBP2953 Balanced Literacy Essentials $29.95 

3 PBP2984 Ban the Book Report $29.95 

7 SHP4049 Becoming a Literacy Leader, 2nd Edition $35.95 

8 SHP6593 Becoming a Literacy Leader $35.95 

6 SHP7798 Becoming Scientists, Grades 3-5 $35.95 

4 SHP0423
Becoming the Maths Teacher You Wish 

You'd Had
$55.95 

7 SHP2724 Beyond Answers $39.95 

9 SHP7842 Beyond Levelled Books, Second Edition $35.95 

7 SHP7859 Beyond the Bubble, Years 2-3 $39.95 

7 SHP7866 Beyond the Bubble, Years 4-5 $39.95 

14 SHP7453 Beyond the Five-Paragraph Essay $34.95 

17 SHP7873 Black Ants and Buddhists $35.95 

12 SHP7958 Boy Writers: Reclaiming Their Voices $35.95 

17 PBP7590 Bullied Teacher $25.95 

12 SHP7965
Can We Skip Lunch and Keep Writing?, 

Years 3-8
$35.95 

8 SHP7972 Caring Hearts & Critical Minds $39.95 

3 SHP7989 Catching Readers Before They Fall, F-4 $29.95 

14 PBP2960 Caught in the Middle $29.95 

14 SHP7996 Celebrating Writers $29.95 

10 SHP8009 Choice Words $19.95 

16 PBP6289 Classroom Routines for Real Learning $34.95 

12 SHP2786 Close Writing $39.95 

17 SHP8023
Common Core Standards in Diverse 

Classrooms
$38.95 

11 SHP2779 Conferring with Young Writers $32.95 

17 PBP7774 Conquering the Crowded Curriculum $29.95 

11 SHP8030 Craft Lessons, Second Edition $34.95 

7 SHP0270 Craft Moves $39.95 

PG CODE TITLE PRICE QTY

16 PBP7606 Creating Caring Classrooms $29.95 

1 PBP8467
Cultivating Readers - 6 Essential Steps to 

Foster the Will to Read
$32.95 

5 SHP8016 Curriculum Sense: $29.95 

2 SHP8047 Deeper Reading, 4-12 $34.95 

15 SHP8054 Differentiation, Years 6-12 $38.95 

2 SHP5213 Do I Really Have to Teach Reading? $32.95 

8 SHP6746 Doing Literary Criticism $39.95 

10 PBP6326 Dramathemes, Fourth Edition $34.95 

8 PBP6869 Dramatic Play in the Early Years $34.95 

2 PBP2977 Even Hockey Players Read $21.95 

13 SHP6470

Everyday Editing: Inviting Students 

to Develop Skill and Craft in Writer’s 

Workshop

$35.95 

3 PBP6296 Exploding the Reading $34.95 

16 SHP7422 Fair Isn't Always Equal $38.95 

17 PBP7804

Get Graphic! Using Storyboards to Write 

and Draw Picture Books, Graphic Novels, 

or Comic Strips

$29.95 

16 SHP8983 Good Thinking $32.95 

9 SHP8061 Grammar Matters, K-6 $36.95 

10 SHP6579 Growing Independent Learners, K-3 $69.95 

2 SHP8078 Growing Readers $36.95 

9 PBP6722 Guided Listening $34.95 

3 PBP7613 Guiding Readers $29.95 

11 PBP8474 How Do I Get Them to Write $32.95 

3 SHP8085 I Read It, but I Don't Get It $34.95 

9 SHP8092 I See What You Mean, Second Edition, F-8 $38.95 

3 SHP8108 Igniting a Passion for Reading $32.95 

3 SHP8115 In Defence of Read-Aloud $32.95 

16 SHP8122 In the Best Interest of Students $35.95 

2 PBP7620
Independent Reading Inside the Box, 2nd 

Edition
$29.95 

13 SHP6401 Inside Words $45.95 

6 SHP8139 Intentional Talk $31.95 

7, 

14
SHP9188 Interactive Writing, Pre-F-5 $39.95 

4, 7 SHP2731 It’s All Relative, Grades 6-7 $29.95 

8 PBP2946
I’ve Got Something to Say! How Student 

Voices Inform Our Teaching
$29.95 

8 PBP7637
Journey to Literacy: No Worksheets 

Required
$29.95 

9 PBP6715 Keepin’ It Real $34.95 

17 PBP7644 Learning in Safe Schools, 2nd Edition $29.95 

9 SHP6708 Less Is More - Grades 6-12 $39.95 

17 SHP8146
Let's Find Out! Building Content 

Knowledge with Young Children
$43.95 

15 SHP8153 Let's Talk $27.95 
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PG CODE TITLE PRICE QTY

10 SHP7439 Life's Literacy Lessons $25.95 

8 PBP2939 Literacy 101 $29.95 

1, 

10
SHP6753 Literacy Essentials $65.00 

7 PBP8481 Literacy Out Loud $32.95 

9 PBP7651 Literacy Smarts $29.95 

10 SHP6067 Literature Circles, 2nd Edition $39.95 

12 SHP7729 Making Nonfi ction from Scratch $29.95 

5 SHP6524 Making Number Talks Matter, Grades 4-10 $37.95 

4 SHP4032

Making Sense: Small-Group 

Comprehension Lessons for English 

Language Learners

$29.95 

13 PBP7743
Marvelous Minilessons for Teaching 

Nonfi ction Writing, K-3
$29.95 

5 SHP2694 Math Exchanges $39.95 

5 SHP2717 Math Work Stations, K-2 $49.95 

13 SHP6463 Mechanically Inclined $39.95 

12 SHP3950
Mentor Texts, Second Edition, Teaching 

Writing Through Children's Literature, K-6
$39.95 

6 POL3943 Mesmerizing Math Puzzles $16.95 

16 PBP7668 Moment to Moment $29.95 

10 SHP6395 More Tools for Teaching Content Literacy $25.95 

4 PBP8498 Moving Math $32.95 

2 PBP6883 Nonfi ction Reading Power $34.95 

12 PBP6364 Nonfi ction Writing Power $34.95 

11 SHP1413 Notebook Know-How $29.95 

5 SHP2700 Number Sense Routines $34.95 

2 SHP6425 On the Same Page $39.95 

7 SHP0263 Opening Minds $19.95 

16 PBP7767 P.L.A.N. for Better Learning $29.95 

11 SHP6748 Patterns of Power, Grades 1-6 $75.00 

1 SHP4179 Perfect Pairs, Grades 3-5 $49.95 

11 SHP2809 Poem Central $34.95 

7 SHP0430 Poetry Mentor Texts, F-8 $32.95 

15 SHP6562 Power Up $39.95 

1 PBP3264 Powerful Readers $32.00 

1 PBP8504 Powerful Understanding $32.95 

16 PBP6319 Q Tasks, Second Edition $34.95 

14 PBP8511 Reaching & Teaching Them All $32.95 

1 SHP4094 Readers Front and Centre $29.95 

12 SHP2793 Readers Writing $32.95 

2 PBP2991 Reading in the Real World $19.95 

2 PBP9969
Reading Power, Revised & Expanded 

Edition
$29.95 

1 SHP4100 Reading Wellness $35.95 

4 SHP3769 Reading With Meaning, Second Edition $35.95 

1 PBP3219 Reading, Writing, Playing, Learning $29.95 

PG CODE TITLE PRICE QTY

9 PBP7675 Ready to Learn $29.95 

15 PBP6272 Ready, Set, Learn $34.95 

15 PBP3035 Relationships Make the Difference $29.95 

11 SHP3967
Renew! Become a Better - and More 

Authentic - Writing Teacher
$24.95 

14 SHP4186 Sharing the Blue Crayon $29.95 

5, 

14
SHP2748 Small Steps, Big Changes $32.95 

1 SHP0447

So What Do They Really Know? 

Assessment That Informs Teaching and 

Learning

$35.95 

14 SHP6050 Spelling K-8: Planning and Teaching $39.95 

9 SHP2816 Starting Strong $39.95 

2 SHP4087
Still Learning to Read, Second Edition: 

Teaching Students in Years 3-6
$39.95 

2 SHP9195
Still Learning to Read: Teaching Students 

in Years 3-6
$32.95 

16 PBP6302 Stop the Stress in Schools $34.95 

10 SHP6586 Story: Still the Heart of Literacy Learning $35.95 

3 SHP3943
Strategies That Work, Third Edition, 

Grades K-8
$49.95 

2 PBP6371 Struggling Readers $34.95 

17 PBP7682 Student Diversity, 2nd Edition $29.95 

17 PBP7699 Student-Driven Learning $29.95 

15 PBP7705 Students at Risk, 2nd Edition $29.95 

17 PBP8877 Substitute Teaching? $29.95 

8 SHP5725 Super Spellers $49.95 

15 PBP3059 Surviving and Thriving $15.95 

13 SHP6821 Teaching Adolescent Writers $39.95 

8 SHP0317 Teaching Globally $39.95 

15 PBP3042
Teaching with Humor, Compassion, and 

Conviction
$29.95 

17 SHP5145 Teaching with Intention $32.95 

4 PBP6357 The ANIE $34.95 

11 SHP0287 The Author's Apprentice $39.95 

15 PBP3073 The Bully-Go-Round $15.95 

8 SHP3684 The CAFE Book $39.95 

9 SHP6517 The Construction Zone $39.95 

5, 

10
SHP3721 The Daily 5, Second Edition $39.95 

15 PBP6340 The Digital Principal $34.95 

15 PBP7736 The Feedback-Friendly Classroom $29.95 

6 PBP8921 The Four Roles of the Numerate Learner $29.95 

3 SHP6845 The Joy of Conferring DVD $300.00 

5 NST9068 The Power of Questioning $29.95 

11 PBP4711 The Write Beginning $32.95 

12 PBP6760 The Write Genre $32.95 

14 PBP3028 The Write Voice $29.95 

11 SHP2762 The Writing Thief $39.95 
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INVOICE
❍  Please invoice school/institution (offi cial purchase order must be supplied)

Purchase order number:  ______________________________________________

CREDIT CARD   
❍ School/organisation credit card   ❍ Personal credit card

❍ Visa   ❍ Mastercard   ❍ Amex (4% surcharge)

Card number:  

Amount: $ ________  Expiry date: _____   CVV: _____  

Signature:  ___________________________________________________________

CHEQUE   

❍ Cheque – Make cheque payable to Hawker Brownlow Education

Yes I would like to receive email communications about products and offerings 

from Hawker Brownlow Education. I understand that I can unsubscribe at any time.

Attention ............................................. Order Number ..............................

Name of School .........................................................................................

Address .....................................................................................................

..........................................  State ....................P/Code .............................

Country  .....................................................................................................

Email: .........................................................................................................

TERMS OF TRADE
• Prices are quoted in Australian dollars ($AUD) and include GST

• All prices are subject to change without notice.

•  For New Zealand customers, at the time of invoice, we will convert the amount into 

New Zealand dollars ($NZD) so that you can pay by credit card in New Zealand dollars 

($NZD).

• Full money-back guarantee.

•  We do realise it is diffi cult to order sight unseen. To assist you in your selection, please 

visit our website <www.hbe.com.au>. Go to ‘Browse Books’ and most titles will give 

you the option to view the fi rst few pages of the book. Click ‘View Contents’ on your 

selected book page.

•  We will supply our books on approval, and if they do not suit your requirements we will 

accept undamaged returns for full credit or refund.  Posters are for fi rm sale only and 

will not be sent on approval.  Please be aware that delivery and return postage is the 

responsibility of the customer.

•  Freight costs are determined at Australia Post rates, with a minimum delivery charge of 

$9.50 within Australia and $15.00 for New Zealand for each order.

• Please provide your street address for delivery purposes.

ONLINE ‘ON ACCOUNT’ ORDERING NOW AVAILABLE!

If you have a pre-existing account with Hawker Brownlow Education, 

you can now order online and pay using that account.

PG CODE TITLE PRICE QTY

4 SHP2755 The Xs and Whys of Algebra $29.95 

8 SHP6456 There's Room for Me Here $39.95 

8 PBP7712
This book is not about drama… it’s about 

new ways to inspire students
$29.95 

5 SHP7781 To Look Closely $35.95 

13 SHP6388 Tools for Teaching Academic Vocabulary $25.95 

10 SHP6418 Tools for Teaching Content Literacy $25.95 

13 SHP6531 Vocabularians $39.95 

16 SHP7811 “Why Won't You Just Tell Us the Answer?” $35.95 

7 SHP3974 We Can Do This! $29.95 

6 SHP4124 Well Played, 6-8 $35.95 

6 SHP6548 Well Played, Grades 3-5 $39.95 

6 SHP9201 Well Played, Grades K-2 $38.95 

4 SHP6777

What Every Primary Teacher Needs 

to Know About Reading Tests (From 

Someone Who Has Written Them)

$39.95 

4 SHP6784

What Every Secondary School Teacher 

Needs to Know About Reading Tests (From 

Someone Who Has Written Them)

$39.95 

14 PBP8528 What Is A "Good" Teacher $32.95 

4 SHP4162
What's Right About Wrong Answers 

Learning from Math Mistakes, Grades 4-5
$32.95 

10 PBP3066 Whatever Happened to Language Arts? $29.95 

12 PBP3011
What’s Next for This Beginning Writer? 

Revised Edition
$29.95 

PG CODE TITLE PRICE QTY

11 PBP3004 When Spelling Matters $29.95 

11 SHP3301 When Writers Drive the Workshop $32.95 

13 SHP6692 When Writing with Technology Matters $34.95 

6 SHP0324
Which One Doesn't Belong: A Shapes 

Book (Student Book)
$19.95 

6 SHP0492
Which One Doesn't Belong: A Shapes 

Book (Student Book) Set of 5
$49.95 

6 SHP0401

Which One Doesn't Belong? A Shapes 

Book (Set of 5) and Teacher's Guide 

(Teacher's Bundle)

$65.95 

6 SHP0400

Which One Doesn't Belong? A Shapes 

Book and Teacher's Guide (Teacher's 

Bundle)

$39.95 

1 SHP4056
Who’s Doing the Work? How to Say Less 

So Readers Can Do More
$29.95 

12 SHP6852 Word Nerds $34.95 

13 SHP6449 Words, Words, Words $32.95 

13 SHP6555 Worth Writing About $35.95 

13 SHP6814 Write Like This $39.95 

12 PBP9976 Writing Power $29.95 

4 SHP6432 Yellow Brick Roads $39.95 

4 SHP4148
Zeroing in on Number and Operations, 

Prep-K
$29.95 

3 PBP7750 ‘This Is a Great Book!’ $29.95 

TOTAL (plus freight) $

P.O. Box 580, Moorabbin, Victoria 3189, Australia

Phone: 03 8558 2444 | Fax: 03 8558 2400

Website: www.hbe.com.au | Email: orders@hbe.com.au | ABN: 77 093 854 892

TO CONTACT OUR SALES REP

VIC & SA contact Lyn Keating on 0419 317 817 

or lyn.keating@hbe.com.au

QLD & WA contact Karen Hofmann on 0439 889 190 

or karen.hofmann@hbe.com.au

All other states contact Head Offi ce on 03 8558 2444 

or orders@hbe.com.au
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